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But They Only Seemed To Add Zest To Rock
port’s Big Show

could there be more perfect weather

Stillman Kelley,
1 41 45
Mil Hubbard,
1 42 31
Poillon Bros.,
1 43 43
Helen Watson,
1 48 5
A. P. Sailer,
1 50 4
In the latter Bickmore !Bros of
Rockland was the winner with Robert Hills, also of Rockland coming
in second.
At 6 o'clock Governor Barrows
and staff were tendered a banquet
at Withams Lobster Pound, about
35 being ln the party.

days of the Regatta-Sportsmen's
Show which came to a close at j
•••
Health ls achieved by system. ♦ midnight Saturday. It may be that !
diet, sleep, exercise and a sense » the shooting of an arrow toward the j
ot humor.—Dr. C. T. Grayson
* sky which was done each after•*••«••••>•*••« It noon and evening by Chief
* ♦
"Needahbeh'' for good luck, accordTHE LIVE YANKEE
. ing to Indian custom had something
to do with it, but it is believed that
Clipper Ship Built In Rockland
• ♦ • •
the weather-man appreciated the
Foundered Ln 1861, With Loss of
The officers and directors of the
hard work done by the many citi
Seven
zens in this locality in preparation Carnival-Regatta Assn, Inc., who
for the event and wished to co-op were responsible for this event are:
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
erate to the utmost. Anyway he E. Steward Orbeton, president; E.
In a book entitled ‘"Ihe Making did an excellent job and the 13th Samuel Dow, vice president; Doris
of a Sailor," there is a picture of annual Rockport Regatta-Sports Graffam, secretary; Frederick F.
treasurer;
Maynard
the clipper ship, ‘‘Live Yankee." men Show will go on record as a Richards,
Thomas, purchasing agent: Roland
grand
success,
regardless
of
the
su

1637 tons built ln 1853 at Rockland
Richards, Walter Carroll, Francis
perstitious “13.''
Showing the ship off Cape Hom.
The closing night was Governor's Gilbert, Donald D. Dodge honorary
1854, she is full and by carrying Night with Governor Lewis O general chairman; Alton H. Crone,
two jibs, fore and main courses. Barrows and
staff present as executive director; Eugene C. C.
fore, main and mizzen tops’ls and special guests One of the largest j Rich, publicity director; Marion E.
tne sea Is going clean over her for | crow’ds, if not the largest, in the Upham, executive secretary.
ward. It is claimed that on her carnival's history was on hand to
first voyage to San Francisco she greet the State's Chief Executive.
logged 18 knots and in one day Seated on the platform with Gov
made 327 miles.
ernor Barrows and staff were First
Capt. E. A. Thorndike was in Selectman Arthur K Walker, E. Members of the Class of
command. She (was lost in 1861; j Stewart Orbeton, Frank Priest, L,
1906 Attacked Menu At
first mate and six men drowned.
True Spear, Sr„ Maynard Ingra
Boze (
Rockledge Inn ’
ham. representing the town, Lloyd
Somerville. MassAug. 8.
Rhodes, general chairman of last
The class of 1906 R.HS. held a
| year’s carnival, Milford Payson.
jolly
reunion Friday night at Rock
Carry the News to Mary and tell j mem|;>er 0[ carnival committee,
her to tell her sisters, cousins and Qcorge
Supt of
ledge Inn, Spruce Head, where they
Aunts that Blackington's Annual Roland Crockett and Leland Hawk- enjoyed one of Mrs. Maker's famous
Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues Ins, School committee, Principal shore dinners. Owing to the ab
day. Aug. Sth at 9 a. m. Be here George Cunningham, Crosby Hobbs sence of the president, Bill Sullivan
early. Every novelty sport and i of Camden.
acted as master of ceremonies.
dress shoe left in our stock will be
Principal Cunningham introduced Someone chanced to remark about
in this $2 Sale. Values from 12 50 Gov Barrows, who in a brief speech, his having come to glasses and
94-95
to $5 —adv.
expressed his pleasure in being "Smiling" Bill promptly replied;
present and complimented the citi "Oh. I don’t wear them all of the
zens on the successful staging of time—only when I'm working." By
such a big event, the commendable the looks of his plate one would
cause for which it was staged, the not deny he needed them then if he
continued growth year after year, ever did.
South Thomaston
and expressed the hope that next By mutual agreement the “gents”
Grange Hall
year’s carnival may be even larger doffed coats and vests, the better
and broader in its educational to master denizens of the deep. A
FRIDAY, AUG. 12
values. He received a hearty en few malicious remarks were heard
Fair—Afternoon
core
at the close of his remarks.
around the table such as, “I’ll eat
Baby Show, 3 o’clock
Other features of the evening's your back," but on consulting Dr.
Sapper 5 to 7
program were band concert under Green, it was decided they were
Entertainment 8 to 9
the direction of Clarence Fish, harmless threats. While they were
Beano All Evening
canoe racing and log rolling, by four still sighing from overloaded “tum
95-lt
members of the famous Penobscot mies" a huge box of assorted candy
Indian Tribe, novelty swimming and nuts appeared sent by Mrs.
and diving acts by “The Pour Fly Cora Johnson Harraden of Schenec
ing La Waters." tub tilting races tady. N. Y., along with regrets at
and the Guide's Hour with "Chief
not being able to join her class
Needahbeh,” Master of Ceremonies.
mates. On a card bearing her
This included exhibitions of arch
name, address and trade mark “Ye
ery. log sawing, bait and fly cast
Copper Kettle Candies." were these
ing. wood chopping and canoe tilt
words:
ing.
"Made ln my kitchen so sunny and
• • * •
bright
The grand award drawing took Mad? ln my big copper kettle so bright.
Mad? ln a way I hope will delight.
place at 11 p. m with Mrs. James Are these candles I offer to you."
Tolman of Rockville receiving the
Needless to say they w’ere much
$2000 cottage and lot at Wildwood. enjoyed and her thoughtfulness
Dr. Harold Jameson of Camden
much appreciated.
was in charge of making this award
A real catastrophe occured when
With
assisted by Hervey Allen of Cam
one lengthy zipper went on a ram
den. Albert Rhodes Hope Paulsen
Quiet and Dependable
page and only by the skillful treat
of Thomaston and Miss Marion
ment rendered by the Doctor's wife
Upham. On the announcement
was it returned to normal condi
of the winner. Mrs. Tolman was
A
called upon for remarks.
She tion much to the relief of the owner
8 in. Size, Stationary
There was so much reminiscing
ascended the platform and with
of
happy events back in the good
$2.95
voice a-quiver from excitement
old
school days that it was de
stated
something
of
her
plans
re

8 in. Size, Oscillating
cided best to omit a program.
garding
the
cottage,
which
were
$4.95
necessarily hastily made as she had Thanks were extended to the com
10 in. Size, Oscillating
entertained no previous hopes of mittee which worked so faithfully
winning it. Cheers were given her to make the reunion a success. It
$6.95
was voted to hold the next reunion
on her good fortune.
8 in. Rubber Blades
Saturday afternoon a sail boat on the first Friday in August, 1939
$4.95
race of the HAJ boats of the Cam and the following commitee was
den Yacht Club was held also an chosen: Harold Look, Grace Veazie
CENTRAL MAINE
open handicap sailing race. Con and Katherine Keating. The meet
POWER COMPANY
ditions were unfavorable but the ing closed with the singing of the
sight in the harbor as the boats Class Ode, led by Raye Greene who
made their start was one of beauty. was the composer.
In the former race, Clifford Smith
Those present from the class
came in first, time 1 hr. 29 min. 53 were: Bill Sullivan, Mary Rankin
ANNOUNCEMENT
I have leased the plant for
sec. Others participating and the Ladd, Annette Ames Keighley,
merly operated by the late M. S
Grace Emery Veazie, Ida Gilchrest,
Dirk and am now equipped to do
Time Katherine Keating, Bessie Breadon
Name
all work promptly and expertly In
1 31 56 Church, Raymond Greene, Bertha
Jean Defrees,
ACETYLENE WELDING
1 31 59 Philbrick Strong, Frank Butler,
Dotha Seaverns.
MACHINIST, BLACKSMITH
Twenty-nine years In the weld
1 32 22 Mattie Blackington Gardner, Wini
Kenneth Hutchinson,
ing business
1 32 50 fred Clark Karl. Archie Green,
David Day,
Established since 1919
1 36 8
Dick Watson.
Alice Wardwell Karl, Donald Karl,
GOOCH WELDING CO.
37 13
1
Wing
Taylor,
R. A. GOOCH
Helen Bicknell Palmer, Osmond
39
51
1
William Borden.
676 MAIN ST.
NORTHEND
Palmer, Harold Look.
TEL. 1055
1 40 30
Hutchins St Gardner,
Annexed members were: Walter
90-98
41
42
1
Wm. Chatfield,
Ladd, Alfred Church, Eva Emery
Greene. Leo Strong, John Gardner,
Harold Karl and Mrs. Archie Geen
Letters of regret were received
DR. LLOYD M. RICHARDSON
from: Maurice Hill, Perry Rich,
Announces the Removal of his DENTAL OFFICES to
Grace Higgins Fernald, Jesse
401 MAIN STREET
Rosenberg, Earle Marshall, Linda
Next Door South of Western Union
Huntley Hanners, Helen Smith
93-tf
Clark, George Smith, Everett Davis.
K.
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The Missing Lady
Near Tragedy At the Court
House Averted In Unex
Having To Do With the City
pected Way
Of Rockland ThirtyNine Years Ago
"Before you go home for

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tuesday
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FLYING SQUADRON TO SAVE CHEST

“The Black Cat”

Special Volunteer Workers Will Make Post
Campaign Drive—Must Make $7000 Total

the night be sure and lock
Business advertisements under
classification of D:
up Lady," said Earl.
A flying squadron of earnest work p.edges amounted to $5,246.45.
Dentists—Maynard S. Austin, J.
"OK.." said Bob
H. Damon, F. E. Follett, A. W. Tay-'
ers for Community Chest are abroad Many known contributions have not
But when Bob was ready
lor, T. E. Tibbetts.
this morning in a post campaign yet arrived and there are many in
Dry Goods—Fuller & Cobb, E.
to tum the key yesterday
dividuals and firms already offer
B. Hastings, W. O. Hewett St Co., afternoon there was no Lady to be drive to bring the total 'to thc ing additional contributions. Gen
irreducible
minimum
set
at
$7000
Simonton Dry Goods Co.
seen. He searched the Court House
Dressmakers—Annie J. Barlow,,
Below this figure the fine charitable eral Chairman Thurston is confident
By The Roving Reporter
Mrs. Carrie Bowler, Mrs. S. S. Buck. from basement to dome, but no agencies comprising the Chest can tnat the goal will be reached
Mrs. Fannie Carleton, Mrs. Nellie Lady could be found. Then he went
not function. This special volunteer
Carleton, Nettie Clark, Clara Col out onto the lawn, thinking that
Several volunteered for the special
cord, Mrs. Lucy Colson, Mrs. O. J. Lady was indulging in her favorite group is canvassing special new effort, working with Arthur F.
The 38-year old Rockland Direc
prospects, comparing Main street
Conant, Mrs. M. 8. Cunningham.
Lamb as chairman. Speakers in tory which is being republished by
Ella M Day, Mrs. S. D. Dennis, of chasing a thrown missile. Still
Mrs Nellie Geddes FLsk, Mrs. H. H no Lady.
cluded Mayor Veazie, Cleveland this paper in serial form, was com
French Nancy A. Griffin, Mrs. Al
Knowing the high value placed
Sleeper, Jr., F. W. Fuller. Mr. Lamb, piled during the administration of
berta Harmon. Mrs. Essie Holbrook, by the Sheriff upon the Doberman,
Mrs.
J. N. Southard, John M. Rich Mayor David N. Mortland. The
Mrs. M J. Holbrook, Linnie Holmes.
Bob
Webster,
charge
d'
affairs
be

ardson
and Campaign Director members of the Board of Aldermen
Mrs. F L. Ingraham, Effie Ler
Nicol.
W. O. duller, honorary were Albert F Achorn, Lafayette W.
mond, Mary H. Maddocks , Mrs. came justly alarmed
Clara Mank. Evie M. Nash. Hattie L.
He notified the household, he no
chairman, was at the head table and Benner, William O. Abbott, Frank
Parmalee. Imogene Pierce. Mrs.
A, Winslow, Oliver P. Hix, Justin
received a rousing welcome.
tified
the
local
police
and
he
noti

Emily Richardson, Mrs. Augusta
L. Cross and Simeon A. Adams.
fied
the
State
Police,
then
after
Mr
Nicol
ln
his
remarks,
spok;
Sadler, Miss Sadie A. Sansom,
Mrs. Sarah Sherman. Nettie E three hours of heart-breaking
wnrmiy of the flne treatment he has Edwin Sprague was city treasurer,
Simmons, Florence A. Smith. Rhoda anxiety he telephoned to St. George
received here, expressed the hope to A. J. Crockett, city marshal. C. M.
Sprague. Mrs. Etta Sylvester. Mrs
return
another year. He made the Walker city solicitor, Esten W.
whither
the
Sheriff
had
gone
on
Alameda Thomas, Jennie W. Trus
sell.
valuable suggestion that the 1939 Porter city auditor, Theodore E.
business.
Dyer—Ephraim Perry.
campaign be deferred until Sep Simonton tax collector, A. H. Jones
“Lady’s lost," he exclaimed over
• • • •
tember when business men and fire chief, Samuel Derby road com
fhe phone, his voice shaking with
householders were less busily em missioner, and L. R Campbell police
Crockett, Mrs Emma F„ ladies emotion.
judge.
furnishings, 371 Main, h 232 Main
ployed and the weather cooler.
"Lost, my eye,” replied the
Crockett. Emma L., stenographer A sheriff; “she's down here with me."
August could then be devoted to
S. Black, h Old County road.
The fire department comprised
Initial gifts. Mr. Nicol was given a
Telephone officials were sum
Crockett, Evelyn M. Eastern Tele
American
Hook St Ladder Co.,
heart warming ovation as a testi
phone central, h 8 Purchase.
moned to the Court House to repair
Crockett, Frank H., photographer, the damage which Bob's comment
mony of the workers' affection. This Frank C. Flint, foreman, 15 men;
320 Main
ls the second time he has given two James F. Sears Hose Co., M. H.
Crockett, Franklin, master mariner, did to the transmitter.
W. A. Nicol
weeks of his vacation time to Rock Burns foreman, 10 men; Gen Berry
h 31 Cedar.
land's Community Chest, and he Hose Co.. George A. Flint foreman,
Crockett, Franklin C„ stationary
engineer, h Old County road.
plans to return for a day next 10 men; N. A. Burpee Hose Co., W,
ard house contributions and seek
S Melvin foreman, 15 men; steam
Crockett, Geo. A., mason, h 8 Pur
week to aid the mopping process.
chase.
ing new or enlarged givers. In a
fire engines, James F. Sears and
• * • •
Crockett, Jonathan, hardware and That Perley Bartlett Wins number of instances people have
Mrs. Mary Southard's women’s City of Rockland. S. 8. Shaw was
stoves. 333 Main, h 6 Center.
National Meet — He’s enlarged their first gift to help save division forged ahead of last year's superintendent of fire alarm.
Crockett, Lucy M„ h 754 Main.
the Chest. If any person wishes a total ln grand style, five of thc seven
Crockett, Luella B., school teacher,
Westward Bound
h 33 Rockland
call from a solicitor it is only neces teams exceeding the 1937 mark.
Not mang persons know it, per
Crockett. Mark S„ musician, h Old
sary to telephone 860. Gifts may be
• • • •
haps, but our versatile Somerville,
Followed by the best wishes of
County road.
Last night's excellent supper was Mass correspondent. Boze is an ex
Crockett. Maynard, quarryman, h every Rockland citizen, Perley A. sent direct to Community Chest,
cure Chamber of Commerce at presented by the patriotic orders, pert linguist. Hls letters to me are
Old County road.
Crockett, Monica L., h 69 North Bartlett, soap-box derby champion, Community Building.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Ruth couched In many tongues, and are
Main
left this morning for Akron, Ohio,
At last night s final campaign Mayhew Tent. Anderson Camp anti' promptly referred to Kay for trans
Crockett. Robert H, (A. F Crockett
lation In Spanish yesterday Boze
Co., lime manufacturers, 743 where he will represent Southern meeting the total of cash and the Auxiliary, S. of U. V.
Main) and manager of Farwell Maine in the national finals of the
wished me a Merry Christmas and
Opera, h 2 Camden.
Happy New Year, and if that isn't
Crockett, Rowland F., conductor, All American Derby next Sunday.
taking time by the forelock what is?
h Old County road.
Crockett, Mrs. Sarah C„ h 33 Pa He will be accompanied to Ohio by
I should certainly not have thought
cific.
a representative of the Gannett The Farm Bureau Officials
That From the Woolworth of going beyond Union Fair in an
Crockett, Warren H.. farmer, h Old
Publishing
Company. Inc. Before
invitation to him. But I accept hls
County road.
Mixed Business With
Roof Finds New Resting well wishes with gratitude.
Crockett. Wm. E., lumber handler, his departure he was thoroughly
Pleasure At Jefferson
h 648 Main.
Place—Old Nails
Crockett, Wm. M., fruit and confec outfitted by loved admirers. He is
What is that old adage about
tionary, 600 Main, h Old County a Ron of Perley N. Bartlett of 25
Farm Bureau chairmen and sec
Everett L. Spear who purchased "Procrastination being the thief of
road.
Maverick street, clerk for J. A. Jame retaries 30 strong, gathered Friday
the slate recently removed from time"?-Read this note from Elmer
Cronin, Dennis, laborer, h 11 Union
son Co.
lane.
at Crescent Beach, Jefferson in the the roof of the Woolworth block is E. Allen of Tenant's Harbor and
Cronlng, Timothy, laborer, h 11
The framework of Perley s car Is
first annual picnic of the Knox- using several squares to slate a you will see the application;
Union Lane.
almost entirely of oak where lies
“One of our lumber dealers was
Crooker. Henry, carpenter, h 284
tne weight so vitally important ln Lincoln group. Tlie morning hours roof 33x15 in his mill yard Al
Broadway.
bedding his horses down for the
Crosby. Simon D.. electrician, h Old Its fine performance. A series of were passed in getting acquainted though this slate was laid on the night with the help of his son, who
County road.
wood lathes, designed to eliminate and in social chat. After luncheon. Woolworth block 50 years ago. the said: ‘Pa. the floor under this
Cross. Clarence C„ (Cochran. Ba resistance provides a base for the
Miss Esther M. Dunham, home dem larger part of it is in first class horse Ls very poor.' ‘I know it Is,'
ker & Cross, insurance agents.
cloth covering on the neat little
406 Main) h 37 Camden.
said Dad. ‘You tell So and So to
onstration agent, introduced the condition.
Cross. Cushman F.. truckman, h 16 black and white speedster The cock
lay a new floor tomorrow.' On go
speakers,
John
M.
Richardson
of
South
He said that 400 pounds of copper ing to the barn next morning It was
pit of the car is of his own de
Cross. Elias F, carpenter, h 16
sign. built long and narrow, allow Rockland and Prof. Clarence A. nails were used in nailing this slate found that the horse was gone, the
South
ing the wiry little pilot to lean well Day of Orono.
Cross. Etta B. h 45 Granite.
on the roof of the block. Workmen floor having given away ln the
Cross. Geo. E„ truckman, h 45 forward with only his head pro
Mr. Richardson, advertising man removing this slate for Mr. Spear night letting the animal down ln
Granite
truding. further cutting the re
Cutting a hole
Cross. Geo. E., Jr., clerk,* h 45
ager of The Courier-Gazette, gave salvaged many pounds of these nails. the basement.
sistance.
Granite
through the cellar wall the horse
an
informative
talk
on
the
inside
Those removed without being bent was led out none the worse for the •
Cross. Justin L. , truckman, h 24
The steering system is composed
Holmes.
of a series of four pulleys so ar workings of a country newspaper are now in absolute bright perfect drop."
Cross. Wilbus S„ student, h 37
ranged that control of the car ls noting especially the process and condition and cannot be distin
Camden
Crouch. Alden W„ quarryman, h 105 maintained easily with a small various steps in preparing copy for guished from new nails.
When the returns from a Ken
New County road.
wheel. The body of the car floats print. Among the pointers which
Crouse. Edward H„ quarryman. h on discarded bendix springs and the he gave were: Double spacing of
The slater now working on Mr. tucky election are in it doesn't seem
to matter so much who won. as It
270 Pleasant.
buggy is equipped with drag brakes copy, typewritten or in ink; brevity Spear's buildings is using many of does how many were killed or
Crowley, James P., bds. 17 Lime
Cummings. Franklin L.. carriage faced with a section of a discarded and condensation of details; plain these old copper nails, and barring wounded.
smith, 18 Park, h 36 Masonic
writing; early submission of copy; accidents this slate and the old nails
rubber tire.
Cunningham, Albert W„ h 320
Special attention was given the use of one side of paper only, line are good for another 50 years
Main.
A devoted reader of The Black
Cunningham. Albert W, h 3 Pleas wheels and axles which were the material of home folk Interest and
The Woolworth block was slated Cat column Ls Mrs. Ralph Ayers of
ant.
major expense. The bearings were keeping in constant friendly touch
by the late Horace S. Hobbs of 35 Gleason street. Thomaston, who
Cunningham, John A., conductor, h carefully worked in and special holes with the newspaper.
28 James
Rockland and the hammer now be yesterday sent me the following
drilled
ln
the
axles
to
permit
the
Prof.
Day,
who
is
extension
edi

Cunningham, Mrs. M. S., dressma
ing used by Mr. Spear's workman, brief note:
use of a smaller cotter pin and giv tor of University of Maine, talked
ker. 320 Main, h do.
A. J. Clark of Union, was purchased
"We are glad the Port Clyde
Cunningham William N. cooper, h ing a much closer flt.
on "Who. Why. When and What
from Mr. Hobbs in 1893. and it be snake question has been settled
28 James.
of News Reporting for Secretaries."
Currier, Joseph M., h Upper Mav
ing an old hammer then was prob satisfactorily. Here's another one.
He is a forceful humorous speaker
erick
ably
used by Mr. Hobbs or one of hls Some time ago a man had a vegeta
Currier. S M„ kiln tender, h 116
with a deep knowledge of "people"
ble garden that he was very proud
crew on the original slate work
North Main.
and presented in an entertaining
Curtis. F. A., junk dealer, bds 34 Leads Washburn To Call
Mr. Spear has a quarter interest of, but a neighbors dog annoyed
way the form which secretaries
Spruce
in Rankin Block at the North End. him by burying bones, digging deep
Curtis, James M., veteran, h 8
Meeting of Blueberry should follow in reporting doings The slate on this block is red, Im holes, etc. After this happened
Clarendon.
of 4-H Clubs or Farm Bureau or
ported from Wales. This block was several times, the man lost patience
Curtis, James Madison, laborer, h
Growers and Canners
ganizations.
260 Main.
built In 1853. Years ago the writer and shot the dog when no one was
Swimming was enjoyed and a de
Curtis. Mary, housekeeper, 34 Pleas
Efforts to bring about close co
of thLs article helped Mr. Hobbs re around. After burying him, the
ant street.
lightful day was recorded by: Mrs.
Cushing, Ella C„ h 171 Broadway. operation among blueberry men and Irene Levensaler, Miss Dunham and lay some of these slate, and found man remarked: 'There that's a good
job well done and less said about
Cushman, Anson B„ night clerk State and Federal bureaus to pre
them as hard as a rock.
Mr. Richardson of Rockland; Miss
Thorndike, h Old County road.
it the better’."
The
slate
Mr
Spear
Is
using
were
Cushman. Arthur W., mariner, h 9 vent a disastrous season will be Ella Simmons of Warren; Mrs.
.quarried
at
Brownville,
Maine.
Maverick.
made at a mass meeting of bluc- Myrtle Makinen, Mrs Ruby MakiYesterday I had the pleasure of
There arc also old slate quarries at
Cushman, Benjamin F, master
1 berry growers and canners to be nen. Mrs. Arlene Hopkins of South Monson and Blanchard but the meeting Mrs T . H Fernald of
mariner, h 9 Maverick.
Cushman. Castera N. stenographer, held at Harrington Town Hall, Thomaston; Mrs. Rena Fales. Mrs.
Brownville slate are easy to dis South Waldoboro, whose husband ls
h 9 Maverick.
Susan Wotton, Mrs. Clara Prior,
tinguish from the others by their a retired Baptist minister. Mrs.
Cushman, Emma B.. h Old County Tuesday evening, according to Com
Mrs. Hilda Morse of Friendship;
road.
color
and texture, being easier to I Fernald is a faithful follower of
missioner oi Agriculture Frank P.
Cushman, Harvey B, collegian, h Washburn. He said that the meet Mrs. Roxie Weeks. Mrs Mary cut and punch than the others, The Black Cat and Happy Hope
9 Maverick.
Crooker, Mrs. Gcorge W. Young,
Farm She is passionately fond of
Cushman. Reuben H., dealer in ing had been called as the result of Miss Emma A. Weeks, Mrs. Robert and are much tougher.
birds and has on her premises nine
milch cows, h Old County road.
a serious emergency which he and
j houses, seven of which are double
Cushman, Theresa H„ milliner, h 9 leaders of the industry believe H. Oram of Briston; Mrs Helen
Maverick.
Erskine, Mrs. Christine Albee, of YOUR(FAVORITE POEM tenements. Mrs. Fernald tells me
Daggett, Aramanda, ship carpen exists.
Tf I had my life to live again I would that crows destroy many robins in
A plan for selling last year's sur Aina; Mrs. Ruth Leighton, Shecpter, h 67 Rankin.
have made a rule to read some poetry
Daggett, Geo. L., trader, h 198 Ran plus of canned stock and dispos scot; Mrs. Lottie S. Butler, Mrs. and listen to some music at least that locality.
kin.
ing of this season's fresh and Ida Reed, Miss Arlotte Giles of once a week The loss of these tastes
Daggett. Geo M . cooper, h 43 Sea.
Sumner S. Waldron of Union
Boothbay; Mrs. Eola S. Hatch and la a loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin
Daggett. Marshall M., laborer, h canned output at better prices will Mrs. Marlon Chapman of Noble
street
wonders if there are many
HERACLITUS
be presented. Although the meet
Pond road.
Daggett, Mrs. Nellie F., tailoress, h 6 ing Is primarily for growers Wash boro; Mrs. Margaret Hutchins; Mrs. They told me. Heraclitus, they itold me who remember the old church on
you were dead.
Grace.
burn said that shippers and canners Ada Elwell of Orffs Corner and They brought me bitter news to hear Park street which was torn down
Daggett, Wm., laborer , h Pond
about 55 years ago. He thinks it
Mr. and Mrs. Day of Orono.
and bitter tears to shed
were
also
Invited.
road.
I wept as I remember'd how often you was the Episcopal but is not sure
He said that he believed some
Dailey. Chas. E., barber. 280 Main, h
and T
7 Myrtle.
steps must be taken immediately to factions in the industry will be very Had tired the sun with talking and of the exact location. Mr. Wal
sent
him down the sky.
dron remembers the large crowd of
Daly, Michael, cigars and tobacco, combat a bad situation. Due to a helpful he said.
36 Winter, h 32 Winter.
And now that thou art Lying, my dear men and boys who gathered to help
Representatives
of
Washburn's
stagnant
market,
a
big
surplus
of
Dalzell, John M., stone cutter, h 64
old Carlan guest.
canned stock, and unstable condi Department, the Maine Develop A handful of gray aahea. long, long ago remove the steeple, and he was one
Mechanic.
at rest.
of the small boys who helped pull
Damon. J. Henry, dentist. 308 Main tions in general “the present out ment Commission and Billings Col Still are
thy pleasant voices, thy night
I
the rope. He recalls that the
h comer Limeroek and Shaw look is none too promising.”
ingales.
awake:
lins, representing P R. Taylor of
•
avenue.
I
For Death, he taketh all away, but them steeple made a most graceful landA definite plan of action backed the Federal Surplus Commodities
he cannot take
I ing. far beyond their expectations.
i
r-^rilllam (Johnson) Cory
(Continued on Page Four!
up by close co-operation among all Division will he present

Everybody’s Hoping

Talked News Writing

“Serious Emergency”

Slate Wore Well

Every-OtKer-Day
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Waxed Portland Team Wooster Was Shaded

As Owen Sees ’Em

THREE TIMES-A- VYTEK

Pbrtland Writer Scans the
And He said unto me. son of man
Gubernatorial Field For
can these diy bones live? Ezek. 67
Two Years Hence

For those in pursuit of

Vinal Haven Chiefs Show So Thought Bath Writer
Who Called It a Draw Till
Tournament Outfit
the Ninth
Few Things

A Sunday smoke..nrice

An Aero Rendezvous

The Sports Editor of the Bath
The Vinal Haven Chiefs after be
Except for Congressman Clyde H
ing
idle
for
three
weeks,
took
on
Times had this to say about the
Smith of Skowhegan, no individual
the Beals Furniture team of Port Carleton-Wooster bout in Augusta:
AU Kinds of Sky Stunts At as far as I have learned has made
land. trimming them by the lop
‘‘Johnny Carlton, Augusta's box
the Augusta Meat, Aug. formal statement that he would
sided score of 12 to 0.
seek the Governorship two years
19, 20 and 21
The long layoff evidently did not ing barrister, outpointed Butch
W/TIFN one thin dime buys such
dull the Chiefs' batting eyes as Wooster of Rockland, in their 10mellow smoking enjoyment...
frem now. Mr Smith has said that
Reports from Headquarters of the
* * SENSATION. And it's proving
•SuX*'
they drove Ripley from the mound reund feature bout at Augusta City
he would be a candidate for the
> sensation to thousands of smokers
Maine Aero Renckovaus in Augusta nomination in 1940 and has made
in less than two innings, piling up Hall, last evening. Or so it seemed
who want thc most for the feast.
JCopmaht.
I
U3«.
b»
T.
Lorlllam
Co.. Ine.
indicate that tlie tremendous de- his intentions plain on several other
an eight run lead The feature of
to this writer from his berth in
the
attack
were
long
triples
by
Ly

piand for tickets for tho 1988 Ren ooeasions.
"press row.” Your correspondent
ford and Baum.
In case Congressman Smith car
dezvous which will be held at the
had the scrap tagged all even as the tling Joe Burney, giant colored boy. in last evening's tussle when it apPhil
Brown,
the
Chiefs'
ace
south

Augusta State Airport Aug. 19. 20 ries out his intention of contesting
a few months ago.
p< ared the hard punching Rockland
paw. continued his phenomenal boys came out for the ninth but,
and 21. assures the Rendezvous of the Governor nomination with
“
Tf
I
beat
Wooster,
I'd
like
a
shot
Johnny
displayed
surprising
stami

lac was going to belt Carlton out.
pitching, chalking up his fifth
exceeding the 67.000 attendance of others who have similar aspirations,
na to take those last two heats. As at Cooper, preferably in Bath; Carl, In the fourth, and again in the
straight
shutout.
Brown
held
the
last year which made the Rendez I have been told that former Sena
ton informed the writer, when your filth, he bounced hard right hands
visitors to two hits, one of then, expected, it was a smart left hand
vous the third largest aviation event tor Blin W. Page of the same town
that carried the former Wiscassc correspondent dropped into Johnny': off Johnny's chin that sent the ex
of
the
scratch
variety.'
and
no
one
would enter the field against him
In the country.
•
dressing quarters before the main champ's mouthpiece flying outside
was able to reach second. Only five boy through.
Irvin Davis of Detroit has been Mr. Page was a candidate for the
event. ‘Then I'd hang 'em up and the ropes."
"They
announced
Carlton
at
19?'
i;
reached first, one being erased on a
secured to make bat-wing flights riomination two years ago against
go back practicing law; Johnny
and
Woaster
190.
The
real
picture
;
double-play, and another pegged ou;
and a delayed parachute jump Gov Barrows and polled 51.038 votes
added.
was
Carlton
214
and
Wooster
183
j
at second, the Beals having just
from 10.000 feet on eaeh day of the J to 70.413 for the present Governor,
IH
"It seemed that brother Carlton
Approximately 900 fans viewed the
three men left on base.
big show. With wings attached to The Skowhegan man had a strong
has been tuning up for this come- !
$4.95
LADIES’ SUITS,
show.
50
or
so
of
this
number
being
DIGEST F<
The Chiefs played errorless ball
his body similar to the wings of a support throughout the State and
vithout Laxatives—-and loull Eat
from Bath. Just before the main back effort over a period of six
behind Brown, nice plays being
Eferythinj from Soup lo Nut*
bat thts man jilmps from a plane1 the vote he received would entitle
MEN’S TRUNKS,
$2.95
bout went on they introduce!' months. He has come down from
The stomach should dlgeat two pounds of food
wade by Swanson. Baum, Erickson
and flies around in the air doing j him to try again should he choose
When you sat heavy, freaix. coarse or rich
'Larrupin' Lou Cooper, the Bath | 235 to his present 214 pounds. Anu, • dally.
foods or when you are nervous, hurried or enew
and White.
all kinds of maneuvers. This act I to do so. Little has been heard from
—your stomach pours out too much fluid.
lion Works welder, as Maine's cur- the writer was surprised to learn i poorly
Tour food doesn't digest and you have gas, heart*
The
Livermore
Falls
Barkers
play
has never been seen in the East Mr. Page in a political way since
burn, nausea, pstn or sour stomach. You feel sour,
lie
dropped
the
most
of
it
serving
as
rent heavyweight champ, and Lou .
sick and upset all over.
at Vinal Haven Sunday.
and is most sensational in aviation ■ the 1936 primaries, but he is one
Doctors say never take a laxative for stomach
drew down a tremendous ovation, a sparring partner for Natie Brown pain.
It ls dangerous and foollah. It takes those
The
score:
’ of the big business men in his part
black tablets called Bell-ana for Indigestion
today.
from the Capital City crowd which when the latter was training for his little
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, relieve
Vinal
Haven
•of the State and would command
dlitrwi ln 5 minutes and put you back on yo«r
haven't forgotten how effectively he fight with Joe Louis.
feet Relief ls ee quick It la amaalng and ooe XSe
ab r bh tb po a e
much support should be seriously
polished off their favorite son. Bat- | "There was a couple of occasions package proves lk ▲ak for BeU-ana fog lAdlieaUau
W
Coombs,
rf
3233000
run for the Governor nomination
2 0 0 0 0 0
Gilchrist, rf
, again. But Mr. Smith will run
Patrick, lb
4 2 3 3 8 1
1 and it is possible that Mr. Page will
4 112 6 2
White,
c
....
| not.
Baum, ss ....... 5 113 2 10
Another man who is certain to be
Guilford. 2b .. 2 1 0 0 3
a eandidate is former Councilor WllWoodcock. 2b . 2 0 0 0 1
' liam S. Linnell of Portland. Mr.
Erickson. 3b .. 3 1 0 0 2
Linnell has long had ambitions to
Lvford. cf ..... 3 1 1 3 0
! be Governor but until now he has
Wahlman. cf .. 1 0 0 0 1
not felt that his personal affairs
0 0 4
Swanson, lf
would permit him to enter the field
Brown,
p
....
2 2 0
He is free now of all such consideraThis Week’s Games
every supporter of that team was
ions and is going to run.
justly
proud
of
it.
Tonight
—
Thomaston
at
Rockland.
;
AUGUSTA STATE AIRPORT
37 12 11 16 27 10
Since his retirement from the
Viewed from the Camden angle
Wednesday night—Waldoboro at
Beals
Council, of which he was a member
August
there
were
costly
errors
behind
'
Rockland; St. George at Camden.
ab r bh tb po a
fot two terms. Mr. Linnell has con
Boynton, who held all but two of !
Thursday night — Camden at the Thomaston players hitless, and Libby. cf. p
tinued
his
interest
in
Republican
>7uspr<r$ AfcRO CLUB Of MAINE
politics, having 6erved on the State Waldoboro; Thomaston at St. | who deserved a better fate. Aside Tetrault, ss
committee and after the death of George.
from those errors Camden was also !
Laster, 2b
-= AUGUST 8-13
Friday night—Rockland at Si. playing a classy game.
Milken. 3b
Emil Lehecka. North American the late Daniel Field, having been
Webb,
c
.......
Gliding Champion, will give a per elected a member of the national George; Camden at Thomaston
The contest went seven innings.
NATION-WIDE
formance of glider aerobatics on committee, upon which he is now
Saturday—No games.
cj agreement, and ln the opinion LaPomardo, lf
LGE
• • • •
1 12
each day of the show. He nearly serving. The fact that he has con
CORN FLAKES
PKG 10c
of the Sports Editor this plan L White, lb ..
0 0
stole the show last year with his tinued his interest in politics and
Thomaston defeated Waldoboro 5 should be followed the remainder Pompeo. rf ..... 3
CAMPBELL'S
0 1
wonderful performance and thou kept up his connections will make to 4 on the Waldoboro grounds of the season because of the rapidly Ripley, p cf .... 2
sands wilh be glad to welcome him him a strong candidate before the Sunday afternoon.
shortening da.vs. No sense in fin
TOMATO JUICE 3 CANS 23c
27 0 2 2 24 10 4
back to the Rendezvous.
primaries.
• • • •
ishing a gcod game in darkness, or
The Balbridge Balloon Company
In addition to Mr. Linnell there
having those constant bickerings as Vinal Haven .... 44103000 x—12
St. George 7, Rockland 4
Two base hit, White. Three base
of New York in a balloon ascension are two other Cumberland County
to whether it is too dark to play.
Freddie LaCrcencountered the
hits,
Lyford Baum. Double plays.
with double and triple parachute possibilities for the nomination. I
The Shells were first to score Iasi
SEIDNER'S SANDWICH SPREAD . . '^15c
jumps will also add a picturesque They are former Senator Max L ( St. George team .. a batting mood night, making their one run in the Erickson and Patrick. Strike outs,
touch to the entire program as well Pinansky and Attorney General, at Community Park Sunday after second inning. After that, thanks by Brown 3. by Ripley 1. by Libby 4
Franz U. Burkett. Mr. Pinansky J noon. and yielded three singles and to Condon's good work, and the Base on balls, off Brown 2. off Ripas providing plenty of thrills.
SEIDNER'S MAYONNAISE ...
,oz
JAR 15c
Clarence McArthur of Charlotte. has stated on several occasions that1 four doubles before he got the nod splendid support accorded by his ley 1, off Libby 2. Left on bases,
N. C.. with his 1910 Lincoln Beachey he plans to be a candidate for this
team-mates, it was all Thomaston. Vinal Haven 5. Beals 2. Umpires.
12OZ
CON-I-SUR CORNED BEEF . . .
TIN 19c
Pusher plane will show the kind of nomination, and I suppose will en from Manager Winchenbach. The
Miller was the individual star of Shields and Anderson.
contraption man used to fly in. ter the field. Mr. Burkett, no game was lost by this time, but the game, one of his brilliant plays,!
This will greatly excite the younger doubt, is thinking it over Last' with Gross on the mound the Pirates being a one-hand catch of a liner,
Legal Notices
generation as well as arouse the time I heard him say anything the continued to make a plucky stand, jumping high from the ground in •
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
memories cf those who remember matter was when he made the [ and St. George scored but one more order to make it.
B and M—OVEN-BAKED
WHEREAS. Caro Jones of Rockland.
run
while
Rockland
was
making
remark
that
he
didn
t
know
whether
'
that far back.
Plaisted. playing better than ever county of Knox and state of Maine.
four.
this season,
spavin accepiea
accented seven
-seven cnances
chancec by
8a8e deed
dated
February
Vincent "Squeek" Burnett, new he would run or not. I presume j
uus
u her
1936 mort
recorded
ln the
Knox
Reg,*.
try o! Deeds. Book No. 241. Page 269.
GINGER ALE
est sensation in acrobatic flying and that he is still in that frame of j Only four hits were made off at the keystone sack.
conveyed to the Home Owners' Loan
Gross, one of them being Maurice
PEA, YELLOW EYE, RED KIDNEY
THE NEW CANS
probably winner of this years In mind.
The score;
Corporation,
a
corporation
duly
Simmons double which counted for
established
under
the
laws
ot
ternational Aerobatics Champion
The friends in York County of |
the
United
States
of
America,
naught, thanks to the double play
Thomaston
TALL
ship wifi stage one of the most Col. William N. Campbell feel quite !
having Its office and principal place
for
by McBride and Pendleton, both of
CANS
,
of
business
ln
Washington.
District
of
thrilling and bre^h-4aking acts sure that the Sanford manufacturer
ab r bh po a e Columbia, the following described
whom had been making a fine
real estate situated ln Rockland, ln
ever attempted and which will in will be one of those to try for the I
0 0
showing throughout the game. Mc Giafton, lf ........ 4 0
said County ot Knox and State ot
clude everything which has ever nomination. Col. Campbell is very !
Maine:
Bride's shoestring catch and his Felt, 2b ............... 3 0
2
4
'Sttuatf at the northwest corner
been done in a plane and some much interested in public affairs,
of Main and Middle Streets and
three hits made him the day's top- Bohndell, rf ...... 3 0
0 1
things which haven't until he per and has a very wide circle of ac
known as the homestead of the late
notcher. Pendleton played first Jealous, c ............ 3 0
Iddo K Kimball, as per plan of J.
0 3
FLAVORADE ASSORTED FLAVORS
.
PKG
formed them. He is a positive sen quaintances throughout the State
R Malcolm surveyed May 19. 1874.
sack like a professional, accepting Miller, ss............ 2 10 2
which lot of land Is bounded as fol
sation.
Another Republican who is talked
lows:
Easterly by Main Street,
all of his 16 chances.
Upham, 2b .......... 3 0
0 1
These are only a few of the head of very strongly as a Governor pos
southerly by Middle Street, wester
SNIDER'S CATSUP ....
Busy infielders were I. Simmons, Woodcock, lb .... 3 0
ly
by
land
of Mrs. Jennie Bird,
0
9
liners and space will not permit sibility ls Mayor Frederick Payne of
I widow of the late Hanson O. Bird;
M. Simmons and Gatti, all of whom Ccndon, p .......... 3 12 0
the listing of all of the many re- Augusta. He has been a most suc
northerly by land which was for
merly the home of the late Dr. Ad
arkable performances which will cessful mayor and will of course gave a good account of themselves Robinson, cf ...... 3 10 1
RUMFORD BAKING POWDER
CAN
dison R. Smith, but now owned by
The
score;
the Order of Elks as their home: to
take place at the Rendezyous at command much support in that city
St. George
with the buildings thereon.
27 3 4 21 8 2 gether
the Augusta State Airport Aug. 19. and in the rest of the county. He
Being the same premises conveyed
ab r bh tb po a
to
this
mortgagor by deed of Hope
20 and 21, but all information avail will also have a lot of friends in
Camden
| 7L»ynes Wheeler. Guardian of Man
MY DOG
5 112 0 0
able points to one of the greatest Androscoggin county where he for Dwyer, cf .....
chester H Wheeler of Augusta. AuTALL
4
I.
Simmons.
3b
e
gust
30,
1920,
recorded
Book
187.
ab
r
bh
po
a
shows in the history of aviation.
DOG FOOD..............................................
CANS
merly lived who will be ready to
; Page 85 ”
Wiley,
ss
......
4
—adv.
Heald, ss ............ 3 0 0 0 2 1 j WHEREAS, the condition of said
support him for the nomination.
Mortgage ls broken:
M Simmons 2b 4
JACK and JILL
Belyea, cf ............. 3 0 0 1 0 0 Now. therefore, by reason of the
Some weeks ago a report reached
TALL
Monaghan, c .. 5
q
j
'
breach
of
the
condition
thereof,
the
Wadsworth, lb .... 3 0 1 11
Portland from Augusta that Frank
CANS
CAT FOOD..............................................
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation.
Mackie, p ...... 4
Richards, lf ........ 3 0 0 1
1 by Elisha W Pike. Its Attorney thereE. Southard, chairman of the Public
Hen Lowell, lf 4
., | unto duly authorized by Its power of
Lord, 3b ............... 3 0 0 2
Utilities Board would be urged by
“
j attorney dated October 1. 1936. and reFuture Home of Colby Col his friends to become a candidate Hawkins, lb .. . »4
0 1 corded ln the Knox County Registry
Plaisted, 2b .......... 3 10 3
of Deeds. Book 249, Page 313. claims
Hk Lowell, rf 4
Weed, c ............
3 011
U a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
lege Had 2000 Visitors for the nomination for Governor.
BABYAPROWBOOT:5lzn#"i/»(’- VlARSHMALLOW
q gives this notice for that purpose.
Miller,
rf
............
10
0
1
I have heard much skepticism ex
Dated this twenty-third day of July.
38 7 11 IG 27 7
AN ASSORTMENT DIXIE
.a.
Sunday
BISCUITS
Boynton, p .......... 2 0 0 1
0 A D 1938
pressed that for the present at least.
OF THREE KINDS
OJ f
Rorkland
. HOME OWNERS LOAN CORPORATION
OK MARSHMALLOW ii
/
Dailey,
rf
.............
2
0
10
The number of visitors to the Mr. Southard would consider giv
By Elisha W. Pike
ab r bh tb po a
COOKIES!__________ ID89-T-9S
new model of ColbyTs furture col ing up his present position which Perry, ss. 3b .. 5 1 0 0 0
26 1 3 21 10 4
STATE OF MAINE
lege campus on Mayflower HiM went is one of the highest and most re Pendleton, lb 5 1 1 1 16
To all persons Interested In either of I
over the 2,000 mark Sunday, ac sponsible under the State govern McBride, rf .... 4 13 3 2
Thomaston .......... 0 0 2 1 0 0 0—3 the
estates hereinafter named:
Camden ............... 0 1 0 0 0 0 0—1
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
cording to Cecil M. Daggett Jr., ment to take a chance in running W'bach, c, ss .. 5 0 0
ln
and
for the County of Knox, on the
Colby 1938. who has been appointed for Governor against a field of half Thomas, lf ..... 5 11
Two base hits, Dailey, Weed. 19th day of July In the year of our
a
dozen
candidates,
such
as
there
Lord
one
thousand nine hundred and I
official guide. He stated that resi
Gatti, 2b ....... 3 0 0
Struck out, by Condon 2. by Boyn thlr'.y-elght and by adjournment from
BALL IDEAL
dents of 18 different states have ad- may be.
day to day from the 19th day of said I
BALL IDEAL
Turner, c ...... 4 0 2
ton 1. Base on balls, off Boynton 1 July.
The following matters having
It is, of course, assumed that
PINTS
ready registered this summer.
...
1
0
0
Karl, cf ...
Scorer, Yates. Umpires, Maynard been presented for the action there- I
FRUIT JARS . °Dozre91c
FRUIT
JARS
.
DOZ
upon hereinafter Indicated It ls here- •
Visitors, he said, appear equally Representative Brewster will be a LaCrosse, p .... 0 0 0
ar.d Jealous.
by
ORDERED:
Interested ln tha actual site of the candidate for United States senator Gross, p ...... 4 0 0
That notice thereof be given to all |
GOOD LUCK
persons Interested, by causing a copy ;
1 LB
newr college and #ie preliminary to succeed Senator Hale who has an
Can-y the News to Mary and tell of this order to be published three i
25c
GULF
WAX
.
PKGS
JAR RUBBERS
3 PKGS 25c
developments which have been nounced that he will retire in 1940.
36 4 7 8 27 11 1 her to tell her sisters, cousins and weeks successively In The Courier- Gi- '
a newspaper published at Rock- ,
made, and the model itself, which If the Dexter man does run for Sen St. George...... 42000100 0—7 Aunts that Blackington’s Annual zette
land tn said County, that they m»v I
IHREE CROW
THREE CROW—20 VARIETIES
is housed in Mayflower Cottage ator several candidates for rep Rockland ...... 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0—1 Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 9th day of
resentatives
will
pop
up.
Gov.
BarMUSTARD
2
25c
situated near the center of the 600
Two base hits. Dwyer. I. Simmons. day. Aug. 9tli at 9 a. m. Be here September A D 1938 at nine o'clock
WHOLE MIXED SPICES
pkg
the forenoon, and be heard thereon
acre campus on the outskirts of rows. should bf elected next Sep Wiley, M. Simmons. Hen Lowell, early. Every novelty sport and ln
If they see cause
tember. has been suggested as a Thomas. Base on balls, off Mackie dress shoe left in our stock will be ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN, late of
Waterville.
deceased. Petition praying ,
The model shows all of the future possible rival to Mr. Brewster for 4, off Gross 2. Struck out, by in this $2 Sale. Values from $2 50 Friendship,
that Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland.
Admr. D.B.N., C.T.A., or some other 1
.
L^kRgGE19c
SMrkAgLL9c
buildings and landscape features the Senatorial nomination. But if Mackie 7; by Gross 4. Hit by pitch to $5.—adv.
94-95
RINSO . . .
suitable person, be licensed to convey '
rendered in perfect detail at a scale the Governor does not run for Sena er, Wiley. Double plays. McBride
certain real estate situated ln Friend- <
ship, and fully described ln said petl- ]
of about 1-400 actual size". In ad tor he might try for the represen and Pendleton. Umpires, Mosher
tion, and distribute the proceeds of
dition, there is a laager scale model tative nomination to succeed Mr. and Smith. Scorer. Winslow.
sale among the heirs living In dllT-tciit
LIFEBUOY SOAR
a
a
a
a 4 BARS 25c
States. Presented by William D. Wot
Brewster
So
far
as
I
know,
he
is
•
•
•
•
of the Physics Building, electrically
ton of Friendship and Percy O Wot
Thomaston 3, Camden 1
ton of Prlncebay, Staten Island. N Y.
lighted, showing the Interior ar the only Penobscot Republican now
Witness, HARRY E WILBUR. Es
BORAX 20 MULE TEAM
PKG
■
e ■
rangements and architectural de considered as a possibility.—Fred K.
MAKES quire.
Thc Green Eyed Monsters, other
Judge ot probate Court for Knox
County.
Rockland.
Maine.
Owen
in
the
Sunday
Telegram
wise known as the Jealousies, but
tails.
PRICES Attest:
Both models are open for visitors
'CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
still perhaps better known as the
BORAXO 20 MULE TEAM ■ ■
CAN 15c
Register
SIZES
daily, except Mondays, from 9.30
Thomasotn team, certainly re
95-T-101
i8^"/
deemed themselves in last night's
to noon, and from 1.30 until dusk.
BARNIE’S LOG CABIN
game in Camden, which will go
The new Colby Campus is reached
SERVICE STATION
down in Twilight League history as
by a direct route from Post Office
CO
PARK ST..
ROCKLAND
one of the season's snappiest con
Square in the center of Waterville,
MOBILE
GAS
AND
OIL
f
JU
suwEny
“
tests.
Every
man
from
the
Home
taking Center Street and continu
95*96
of
Knox
was
right
on
his
toes
and
ing due west.

10

o summer day
a hrarh . . . .

a JANTZEN

GREGORY’S

MAINE AERO

KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE

Thomaston Wins Two and Is a “New” Team-

St. George Adds One

I9-2O-2I

•/v it tntu wittier women enjou
shopping at the

NATION-WIDE
STORE

CLICQUOT CLUB
2

BEANS

19^

29<

. 2’^ 29c

”oz23c

19c

19c

Mayflower Hill

2PKGSZ9<f

- Preserving Needs 81c

9<

USED TIRES

i

,LB17c

ALL
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NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS
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A public beano party win be held
Friday night, 7.30, O A R. hall by
Anderson Camp Aux., regulf r and
special prizes.
*

IQ3»

AUGUST

The Lois Thebaud brought 2100
gallons of scallops from the Oeorges
banks Saturday. The cargo was1
*938 landed at Feyler's wharf.

SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI SAT

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 & 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

A meeting of the optometrists of
thc Rockland zone of the Maine
Association will be held in the |
offices of Bradford Burgess, chairman, Thursday night at 7,30.

Box luncheon will
taken by
those who attend the Field Day ex
ercises of the Eastern Star which ]
are in progress today at Penobscot
View Grange hall, Glen Cove. Cof- |
Tee will be furnished by the com
mittee.

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE"

Aug. 19Owls Head—Church fair at
Library Building.
Aug. 10 — West Rockport — Knox
County Women's Republican Club at.
Mrs E Stewart Orbeton's.
Aug 11
Thomaston— Oarden Club
Flower Show.
Aug. 11 — Rockland High School
Class 1901 reunion at Witham's Lobster
Pound.
Aug. 11 — Warren — Congregational
Church fair and entertainment.
Aug. 12--8outh Thomaston—Wessa
weskeag Orange carnival and fair.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug 10 — Wlnchembaugh family at
•'The Look Out" ln Jefferson.
Aug 10 — Descendants of Ebenezar
Hall at Penobscot View Orange hall.
Glen Cove.
Aug ll—Ollchrest family at Orange
hall. St. Oeorge
Aug
14—Crockett family at the
Crockett cottage. Ash Point
Aug 18-Young family at the co'tage
of Mrs Claries Rhodes. Norton Pond
Aug 21—Light family at Lookout
Station In Jefferson
Aug 24 — Paysou-Fogler families at
O. L. St. Clair's, Crescent Beach.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mitchell ot
Quebec are guests this week of Mr
ard Mrs. Charles C. Tibbetts.

Penobscot View Grange will serve
supper Thursday at 6 30. all those
not solicited to take sweets. Thc
worthy master wishes for another
large attendance as at last weeks'
meeting. There is always room for
more; all are having a splendid time
All branches of the Grange are do
ing fine work, socially and financial,
ly. and all Grangers are Invited t.o
attend the meeting^.

Rockland Encampment will meet
Wednesday night, and it is import
ant that officers and members at
tend.
Mary Foster of Owl's Head brought
to this office yesterday several va
rieties of handsome dahlias, includ
ing a "Siamese.”

Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
Spanish War Veterans and Aux
hold a public beano party at 7.30
Friday night at GAR. hall. Mrs. iliary members, having a total war
stiength of 16 members, had a most
Doris Ames will be chairman.
enjoyable outing at Two Bush
The American Legion Auxiliary Island Sunday as guests of the
will hold a box lunch picnic Sunday keeper. Harry Smith. Capt. Smft'i
at Spruce Head Island, to which conveyed the party to and from the
members of the Post and their fami mainland and provided a lobster
lies are invited
Coffee will be ft-ed which almost staggered the
served by the Auxiliary.
Chickamaugarltes. A splendid host
was Harry.
-------- I
The recent statement that nobody
appeared before the school board ir.
Tlie business se*ssions of Canton
favor of closing the Highland and Lafayette and Auxiliary were held
Benner Hill school was not quite ( Aug. 3. Mrs. Addie Brown and
correct. Mrs. Sleeper of Cedar Florence Havener served refresh
street was the only spokesman in , ments. Tlie president of the Aux
favor of such a move.
iliary, Mrs. Lena Rollins, is planning
for a rehearsal and asked that all
Mr and Mrs. John Gatti and son officers and members be present
Donald have been spending two at the September meeting, to pre
weeks at the Lovejoy cottage. Craw- i pare for inspection. There is to be
ford Lake. Mr. Gatti has returned a picnic at the State Pajk in Cam
to Willimantic. Conn., Mrs. Gatti I den, Friday, and anyone wishing
and Donald remaining for a longer 1 transportation should call tlie presi
vts4t. Guests of Mrs. Gatti for sev- ; dent.
eral days are Misses Virginia Snow.
Constance Snow and Gail Sharpe.
Carry the News to Mary and tell
her to tell her sisters, cousins and
Chet Taylor of the Knox County Aunts that (Blackington's Annual
Club and Jim Flanagan of the Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues
Camden Club split the first and ) day, Aug. 9th at 9 a. m. Be here
second prizes for professionals ln i early. Every novelty sport and
the pro-amateur tournament held j
dress shoe left in our stock will be
in Augusta yesterday with one of in this $2 Sale. Values from $2.50
the largest fields of the season in
to $5 —adv.
94-95
play. In the amateur field, Ike
Merrill of Camden won low gross
BURN
and Joe Williams of Augusta sec
Hutchinson—At Stonington. Aug. 1.
ond. Barrett Nichols of Bath took to Mr and Mrs Avon Hutchinson, a
the low net and Charles Tyson of daughter—Alice Arlene
Thompson—At Rockland. Aug. 7. to
Augusta the second net.
Mr and Mrs Ernest C. Thompson, a
son—Ernest Clifford. Jr.
Dorfman—At Rockland. Aug. 9, to
Mr and Mrs. Isaac Dorfman. a son—
Bernard.

Capt. and Mrs. Frank Brown, who
have been guests of relatives in this
city the past five weeks, left Sun
day for their home in Empire. Ore
gon. accompanied by Mrs. Isabelle
Green and daughter. Mtss Betty
Green, of North Bend, who have
meantime been visiting in Rockland
and Portland. It was the intention
to spend yesterday in Old Orchard.
Capt. Brown has been revisiting
Rockland after an absence of 40
ytars. Time had removed many
friends of olden days, but Capt
Biown added scores of others to hLs
list and two years hence is coming
back to see them again.

MARRIED
Venskir-Rankin—At Lewiston, Aug
6 by Rev. Walter S. Rounds. John P
Venskus of Portland and Lucille A. '
Rankin of Rockland.

DIED
Rubenstein—At Rockland. Aug 8.
Jennie, wife of Samuel Rubenstein,
rged 44 years, 7 months. 18 days. In
terment Sunday at Owls Head.

MEMORIES OF MY MOTHER

The dearest person In all this world.
Who strove to do the goed
From the time when she was a little
girl
To her later motherhood.
I am her child and she's gone from me.
Into another land;
Bu- always I'll try to follow.
Ae when guided by her hand.

Hooked and braided rugs, local
workmanship; hand woven small
rugs at $1 each. Three old mir
rors from $5 to $15. A new assort
ment of India prints, for bed, couch
or table-covers. What-Not Gift
Shop.
95-lt

She labored for her family.
To make their life the best;
And I know she'll be rewarded
In the land of the Heavenly Blest.
In these last lines I Wish to say
Although wc had to part.
The memories of my dearcRt mother
Will remain In my saddened heart.
Roger A. Raymond
CARD OF THANKS

I

We wish to thank the neighbors and
friends who were kind and helpful
during the Illness and death of our
mother. Mrs. Jennie Merrill; also those
who loaned cars and for the beautiful
floral tributes.
Children, brother and sister.

MORTICIANS

■JELS. 390 AND 781-1
3G1-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
life*

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

DR, L. M. RICHARDSON
Announces the Removal of his
DENTAL OFFICES to
401 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Next Door South of Western Union
95-»f

By Pauline Ricker
Aug. 7—The pool has been the
scene of considerable activity witli
the annual water carnival not far J
off.

Matinees Every Day at 2.30
Evenings at 7 and 9
TUESDAY ONLY. AUG. 9

A RETURN ENGAGEMENT!
KATHERINE HEPBURN
(ARY GRANT

in

“HOLIDAY”
With Lew Ayres, Edward Everett
Horton, Einnic Barnes, Doris

i
j

Nolan, Joan Dixon
One of the Finest Films of the
Summer Season

i

WED.-THURS., AUG. 10-11

“CRIME SCHOOL”
Starring

Fawns Made A Hit

Townsend Club No. 2 will serve
supper next Monday night.

Ambulance Service

WALDO THEATRE

HUMPHREY BOGART
Clinton Fickett has Joined the
and the
Rockland Navy, adding to its fleet
“DEAD END KIDS”
tlie sloop-rigged sailing boat which
he bought from Dick Bird.—L. El
Sheriff Ludwick's official eye
McRae has bought the Marconirigged boat which the Boston Boat spotted a motor car from the
& Engine Co. exhibited at the Rock Philippines last week. The stranger
has since been reported by seveul
port Sportsman's Show.
others.
John Chisholm, a patient at the
A receiver’s sale of real estate
Rutland. Mass., veterans' hospital,
is able to be out of doors, and is owned by the Rockland National
showing gratifying improvement. Bank will be held Thursday at 10
It will interest many Knox Coun a. m. in Community Building audi
ty readers to know that Lester Val torium, rain or shine. Edward L.
lee, formerly of this city is an at Hopkins and Ben Temple will be
auctioneers. Much Rockland and
tendant at this hospital.
Knox County property will be sold.
The crossings on Limerock street
near the Post Office have remark
ably long and heavy granite slabs—
most unusual and of real beauty.
Who can tell how long they have ! And Walt Disney’s Forth
taken the tread of thousands of
coming Bambi Will Be a
citizens to give them this high
Strictly Maine Picture
polish, whev» were they quarried
Maurice Day, of the Walt Disney
and iiow placed? It must have Studios, in Hollywood, is at Maine's
taken great muscular strength to do Katahdin region where he will
this work.
spend several weeks making draw

THEIR

Page Jhree

i
j

Mrs. J. Scott Fowler entertained
at dinner in honor of Mr. Fowkler's
birthday last evening. In her party i
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stanger. ,
who arrived earlier tlian expected
in order to attend, Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Anderson their house guests
Mr. and Mrs. W R. Goldsborough;
Mrs. William Steele 3d; Mrs. Andrew McBurney, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Collins, Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
Beardwood, Mr and Mrs. Wilber
Tritle house guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fowler.

Judge Victor B. Woolley and Mrs
Woolley are entertaining their son
and daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
John Woolley for the next 10 days.

Wednesday evening there will be
many entertained in the contract
party. A bowling tournament is
also scheduled for the same night
for tlie younger members of the
hotel.
Among those having reservations
for the coming week are Dr. and
Mrs. Archibald Eglin, Philadelphia;
Jack Nelson, Germantown, Miss
Eleanor Pinkham and party. Au
burndale. Mrs. James M. Baldwin,
Castine. Mr. and Mrs George Gilkey, Melrose.

Aug. 8—Among those entering the
Samoset championship match are
Messrs. J. Scott Fowler, Watson H
Caldwell, Percy Schenck. Don Low
ell, Wiley Buck, junior, William
Stroh, F. Goddard. Charles Hawley,
juniors , Robert Collins , Howard
Hoff, B Wilmsen, Auton Federer,
Fred Stanger, junior, L. E. Free
ings of the State's flora and fauna man T. H. Pierce, Lawrence Stirling.
for use in Disney's new picture. William Fletcher, Earle Anderson.
Bambi.
C. B Fritz, junior, A. W. Sloane,
Daj’ expressed tlie opinion that Harbour Mitchell and Major A D
later, a dozen or more of Disney's Williams.
artists may come here “on location"
Arrivals include Mrs. James Mark
to work on the picture which will Baldwin, Washington; Mr. and Mrs.
have a Maine background and J. G. Lewis, Strathy Lewis, Mon
which will attract the attention of treal; James Lewis. Noroton; Mr
millions to the beauties of this and Mrs. J. M. DeVoe. Greenwich;
state.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hanna. Miss
At the State House Friday to con Virginia Hanna, Montclair; Mrs
fer with officials of tlie Maine De Grace L. Davis, Valley Stream;
velopment Commission and the In Mtss Eleanor Pinkham and party, j
land Fish and Game Commission. Auburndale; Mr. and Mrs. D. H. j
Day revealed that the coming pic Robinson, Glen Ridge.
ture will cost Disney approximately
The Shakers from Poland Hill
$1,500,000 and is expected to have exhibited yesterday in the lobby.
an even greater appeal than "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs "
He had in his possession the
original script of the picture, the
work of Sydney Franklin, the not Brig Which Had Been Aided
ed writer who prepared "The Good
By Capt. Balano Reaches
Earth" for screen presentation.
He quoted Franklin as saying that
Port of Gloucester
"Bambi" would be far better screen
material than Pearl Buck's famous The Gloucester Daily Times notes
book.
with a lengthy article the recent ar
About a month ago, the Develop
rival in that port of the herma
ment Commission and the Fish and
Game Department sent two young phrodite brig Florence C. Robin
fawns to Disney for use as models son, commanded by Capt. Donald A
Day said here that the young deer MacCuish, and manned by a crew
had “made a tremendous hit" in of five Hindus.
Hollywood and were instrumental
The arrival was of special interest
in having Disney decide to make
"Bambi" an exclusively Maine pic to Capt. F. B Balano. who is now
! vacationing at Port Clyde for th?
ture.
! reason that Capt. Balano was at

SPECIAL

STORE-WIDE PRICE CUT
On Every Type Furniture
Floor Coverings
Furnishings
Bedding
NOW Is the Time To Save Money
All Furniture Included
Attic To Cellar

12 TO 13 OFF
on all

SUMMER
FURNITURE

ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAYMENTS! ‘

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-329 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 980

ROCKLAND, MAINE

been visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Knowlton, has returned
Mr Helen Robbins has returned , to Boston.
from a visit with her sister Mrs
Mrs. Albina Ingalls and son John
Muriel Parkhurst in Unity.
are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Brown and j Mrs. Marino Scare!.
daughters Alda and Luella of MedAda Joyce is employed at Babson's
lord visited his sister Mrs. Annie
Ii.n.
Richards Saturday before going to
Mrs. Ernest Smith and daughters
Isle au Haut where they will pass
of New London are guests of relatwo weeks with Ellsworth and Mr ! lives here.
and Mrs. George Thomas.
Hubert Klein and Lorena Conley
Emma Small and Cena Parsons v ere married Saturday.
celebrated their birthdays Thursday.
Maurice Freedman has bought the
Those present were Rev. and Mrs. , Litter Day Saints' parsonage.
John Fitzpatrick. Miss Alice Lane,
Mrs. Eleanor Smith is employei
Clara Silver, Hester Warren and at the office of Cleveland's Express.
Eva Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thurlow of
Mrs. Robert McGuire and daugh Lexington are at the Boyce cottage.
ter Janice have returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tomasello
Castine.
of Cincinnati are visiting Mrs. Tom.
Mrs. George Billings visited her astllo's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jason
sister in Greenwich, Conn, recently. Gross.
Laura Cross, who has been visitMrs. Genevieve P. Morey was giv- !
ing her parents. Mr. and Mrs. John en a shower recently by a few ]
E. Gross, returned Sunday to Boston friends. Those present were; Evan
Regina Weed and Clarence geline McGuffle, Nellie Greenlaw. ’
Coombs were recent visitors in Louise Webb. Mary Cousins. Joyce
Bangor.
Morey, Peggy Powers, Barbara
Capt. and Mrs Thurlow Lane and Webb. Dorothy Fowler, Florence
daughter Dorothy passed the week- McGuffle. Gwendolyn Ahern. Fannie
end with Dr. and Mrs. Horace B. Cleveland, Muriel Fifleld, Genice
Haskell.
Greenlaw, Lela Lufkin and Clara
Miss Beatrice Knowlton, who has Ellis.

STONINGTON

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
ANTIQUES AUCTION ANTIQUES
—AT—

HISTORIC CASTLE TUCKER
WISCASSET, MAINE,
by order of Miss Jane Tucker

THURSDAY, AUG. 11, FRIDAY, AUG. 12,
SATURDAY, AUG. 13
each day at 11 A. M.
Rare old Queen Anne six-legged High-Boy,
lacquered Nest of Tables, Inlaid Mahogany Desk,
fine old Secretary, old Chippendale Chairs, ancient
American Silver, fine Porcelain and China, about
1 2 antique Oriental Rugs, Silk and Paisley Shawls,
old Sea Chests, etc.; large assortment of ordinary
House Furnishings, Currier & Ives Prints, old
Wagons and Carriages.

Caterer in Attendance
I To all former buyers that have attended our sales—This is'
really worth while attending)
Brown, Maine's leading

Auctioneers, I'utnam, Clarke and
auctioneers for over 50 years.

es’&ss’

Manned By Hindus

ITS EASY TO OWN A

General Electric Iron
We Offer Vow

Allow since on

Your OSil Iron Willi Ilie Purchase of

Either of These Two

Gibraltar when the brig put in there
j June 8 for bunkers and supplies,
enroute from Barcelona. Spain. *o
, Savannah. Ga. Capt. MacCuish
, asked Capt. Balano for a tow on
Used cars honestly classified I account of the strong currents, and
the request was granted. Capt
in every price range. You know
what you want to pay. Let us
Balano's steamship Oregon towed
guide you to a safe buy.
the brig eight miles to Port Parisa
when the tow rope parted. The brig
1937 Oldsmobile Sedan
then made sail, for what proved to
1937 Chevrolet Sedan
bq an 80-day passage in a distance
of some 5009 miles. Tlie long cross
1936 Oldsmobile Coupe
ing from the time she left the Isle
1936 Plymouth Coach
of Crete was hindered by days of
endless calm.
1935 Ford Tudor
It was the Hindus' first voyage
1935 Chevrolet Coach
west of the Suez Canal and they
1934 Buick Sedan
were perplexed by the heavy ocean
fogs, so thick that they felt as lf
1934 Ford Panel
"life was shutting its doors to them
1933 Chevrolet Coupe
and lifting them to another world
1933 Chevrolet Coach
amid the clouds." The presence of
Capt. MacCuish reassured them.
1932 Plymouth Sedan
At Gibraltar the brig had taken
1932 Ford Pick-up
on an extra helper. Alexis Doster,
Jr., of Litchfield, Conn., who had
1931 Dodge Sedan
fought with ,Gen. Franco's Rebels
Others priced from
in Spain, because he liked the ex- |
cittment," and who said that hun-1
$25.00 to $750.00
dreds were escaping from the Com-1
CONVENIENT TERMS
munist ranks and trying to get back
home.
A hermaphrodite brig Ls a two
masted vessel square rigged forward
and schooner rigged aft. Cap'
Balano says thc Florenec C. Robin
son is built of teakwood, an ‘‘iron"
wood which doesn't require painting,
and which, to use Capt. Balano's
words, “lasts forever.”
The brig boasts so much speed
that Capt. MacCuish said he would
be willing to put her against the
Canadian champion Bluenose in a
race.
Ambulance Service
Capt. Balano's own departure for
home after carrying supplies to the
Loyalists, was spectacular enough.
RUSSELL
During his last nine days there 11
FUNERAL HOME
ships were sunk or badly damaged
9 CLAPEMONT ST. TEL. 66J
by Rebel bombs. They were British
ROCKLAND, ME.
and French, except one Holland
98-tf
steamer Parklaand.

$ 1.00

FULL Y A UTOMA TIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
nto\s
"The Phantom"—Temperature control dial is

marked for correct ironing temperature for
each fabric, "Rayon,"

"Wool," and "Linen."
form-fitting

handle

1000 watts, 4 pounds.

Hey. S-'i.ih’i
NOW’

with

heat

capacity reduces ironing time.

,\OW

storage

Has thumb

rest, double button nooks permit ironing

around buttons. Comfortable through-bolt
handle.

Heel rest saves lifting.

serviceable cord.

Six-foot,

800 watts, v-'ght 5

pounds.

TERMS— 95c down; Ml monthly

CENT
rows

INE

MPAHY
ijes

thumb

rest.

Attached six-foot

"The Value-Mafic"—
Large

"Cotton,"

Deep blue Textolite,

Double button hooks.
long-wearing cord.

"Silk,"

S7.1Ui
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An Old Directory

People and Spots in the Late News

(Continued from Page One)

Donahue. Margaret N. h 89 Park.
Donahue . William, quarryman. h
123 Pleasant.
Donovan. Joseph, clerk Park Street

Every-Other-Day

Where States Will Exhibit at New York World’s Fair

Exchange 10 Park

Donlan, Martin J., marble polisher,
Daniels. Clarence E.. Jeweler. 393
h 34 Aimer
Main, h 53 Granite
Dorigan. D Joseph, truckman, h 63
Davies. Edward E., sailing master, h
Pacific.
WORLD EYES MANCHVKIAN
27 Main
Douglas. Rose W.. dressmaker, h 21
BORDER . .. Reports indicated
Davies. Enoch, city clerk. Spring, h
T.
Douglas. Tabor, cook, h 21 T.
high as a million Soviet
27 Main
Davies. Miss Ernestine H . composi Dow. Chas. W.. laborer, h Columbia
such as these were ready
avenue.
spring into action as border in
tor. h 27 Main.
cidents between Reds and Jap
Davies. Fred M . photographer. 359 Dow. Edith M . h 55 Masonic.
Dow. Edwin O. brakeman, M. C. R.
anese brought bristling comment
Main, h 27 Main.
R., h 41 Pleasant.
Davies. Orel E.. jeweler, 393 Main,
from both Moscow and
Dow. Mrs. Fred B . widow, h 68
h 30 Granite
Cedar
Divis. Alonso, lhason. h 22 Orient.
Davis. Alonzo, A. joiner, h 26 i Dow. Mrs. Hepsey T„ widow, h 23
Washington.
I Cedar.
Davis. Carrie J., employed Mowry & Dow. James E„ kiln tender. 26 Point
place
Payson, h 54 Union
Dow. Lemuel S.. fisherman, h 7
Davis. Chas., laborer, h 54 Union
Crescent
Davis. Chas A, manager Rockland
Beef Co.. 17 Uiion. h 138 Main. Dew Martha H . h 23 Cedar.
Davis. Chas . O . hostler, h 121 Main. Dowlin. Geo. W.. ship carpenter, h
Davis. Mrs Clarandia M , h 121
6 Edwards.
Drake, Emma M. h Old County
Main.
Davi=. Edgar C.. pressman, h 54
read
Davis. Ernest C. [Fuller & Cobol h Drake, Geo. W.. hardware and
stoves 473 Main h 19 North Main.
294 BroadwayDavis. Everett O. quarryman. h Old Drake. Spencer, emoloved Living
stone Manufactui ing Co., h Old
County road.
Davis. Ezekiel R., bicycle repairer,
County road.
Drake. Wm. A., electrician, h Old
h 54 Union
Davis. Fred J . dairyman, h Pond
County road.
*
TOPS IN TURBANS . . .
', Erinkwater. James J., h 15 Jefferroad.
Worn with silver fox wrap
Davis. George H mariner, h 7' son.
for afternoon or dinner, this
1 Drinkwater. Minnie F.. h 15 JefferPerry
high-draped turban won styl
SOn
Davis. George M student, h 26
ists’ acclaim for its gay note.
Driscoll, Joseph, blacksmith, h 17
Washington.
It s made of purple and cerise
Davis. George W driver, h 149 j Lime
velvet with .contrasting stripe
Driscoll, Timothy, h 17 Lime
Main.
of white.
»
—>
Davis. Grace M.. tailoress, h 149 Driscoll William, gas fitter, h 17
NATURE SPRINGS WET SUR
Main.
Lime.
Davis. Harmon, proprietor New Drumm Chas. H. jeweler C. W.
PRISE . . . Main Street in Milford,
Yoik Branch Store. 339 Main, h
Palmer & So, h 186 Broadway.
Mass., was typical of many sea
Dudley. F W.. bookkeeper, h 169
90 Pcirk
board towns as floods from pro
Davis. Mrs. Ida E. h 4 Rankin.
longed rains caus'd heavy proper
Main.
NEW YORK—Nearly every state in the union and George Washington's time with tlie Spanish buildDavis. Jonas H.. h Belvidere
Duffy, Byron W.. h Adams.
ty 'damage and forced hundreds
at least twit territories will have an exhibit in tlie iugs shown in the lower left corner, the French
ravi'. Theodore M . quarryman, h Duffy. Mrs. H. M.. h Adams.
from homes, in eastern areas nor
above
Court of
Dunbar Alice L student, h 39
ol the State
Stale Buildings at the New York
\ork structures in the upper right and Engl
English or Geo91 Broadway.
mally accustomed to watch from
World's E'air 1939. The area will be divided into gian architecture completing the arrangen.
Davis. Timothy G. laborer, h 94
afar floods and other catastrophies
Grove.
the
cultural
divisions
ol
the
continent
during
Choice
ol
location
is
up
to
the
states.
Mechanic.
Dunbar. E. E„ h 30 Grove
west of Alleghenies.
Davis Warren A stone cutter, h Dunbar. Harold E., clerk, h 30
16 Chestnut
Grove.
Dav, Alonzo, laborer, h 18 Trinity. Dunbar. Mabel A., school teacher.
Day. Austin P marine engineer,! h 30 Grove,
li 13 Traverse
Duncan. Annie L.. bookkeeper, h 56;
Day. Edward A machinist, bds 91
Thomaston
Union
, Duncan. Carrie L„ tailoress. h 561
Day. Edwird G. foreman, h 640
Thomaston.
“LORD JEFF”
FAMILY
Main
Duncan. Edgar T.. cooper, h 27
FAR CRY FROM GRANDMA'S
Day. Effie E.. dressmaker, h 91
Ulmer.
DAY . . . Edith Jersey, pretty
REUNIONS
Union
Duncan. Geo. R . h 56 Thomaston.
visitor to glass house on exhibit
Day.
Ella
M
dressmaker
91
Union
Duncan.
Henry
H,
calker,
h
16
in New York, grins in approval
E ay. Ella M
dressmaker, 91
Knox.
of modern science which has de
Union, h do.
Duncan. John F.. calker h 36 Pine
veloped structural glass walls
Dav. Evelyn A. h 13 Traverse.
Duncan. J. M.. calker, h 33 Camden
and cabinet tops impervious to
Day. Frank P lime trimmer, h 13 Duncan. Oscar S., grocer. 119 Main.
heat and water and easy to
Birch.
h 56 Thomaston
clean, making today's kitchen
Day. Hattie L h 656 Main.
Duncan. Walter T„ grocer. 470
“a joy to work in.”
Day. Henry C. machinist, h 13
Main, h 354 Broadway.
in*)
Traverse.
Dunn. John M.. landscape gar
ELKS WIN SAFETY AWARD
Day. James 8.. blacksmith, h 110
‘GABBY’ PEPS UP CUBS
dener.. h upper Camden.
Some call Charles Leo Hart
. . . Outstanding work to pro
Park.
Dunning. Chas. L.. sail maker, h 88
Day. Jchn F painter, h rear 96
mote traffic safety in 1938 won
nett of Chicago club base,
Camden.
LIGHT FAMILY
ball's greatest catcher; Own
for Salt Lake City Elks lodge B.
Camden
Dunton, Abram A . h 29 Main
F. Goodrich trophy present
er Philip K. Wrigley called
Day. Luther S kiln tender, h 16 Dunton. Hiram A. coal and wood
The Light Family reunion will
on him to lead team to pen
ed by S. B. Robertson, presi
Gay street place
dealer, h 29 Main.
Day. Mrs Martha B.. h 91 Union Eunton. Mrs. N. B. milliner 375 be held Aug. 21 at the Lookout Sta
dent of company which made
nant as new manager, in sur
award in recognition of activi
prise move deposing Charley
Day. Mrs. Martha J., h 85 Broad
Main, h 29 Main
ties in which 1,400 lodges and
Grimm, who had assumed
way.
Dunton. Silas P. butcher, h 2 Main tion, Jefferson Picnic lunch. All
500.000 members throughout
Day. Mrs. Mary E.. housekeeper, 219 Dwyer. Jahn D., driver, bds 7 members of the family are urged to
post with equal suddenness
nation participated.
in 1932.
* __________
Rankin.
Purchase.
Lotta Jones, Sec.
Dav. Wm F mariner, h 656 Main Dyer. Mrs. Alzada, h 10 Camden. be present.
94-95
Dean Mrs C. H . h West Meadcw Dyer. Mrs. A. h 38 Warren.
road.
»
Dyer.
Fred,
engineer,
h
10
Shaw
FASHION IN VINES
I with her mother. Mrs. Annie J. Dean. Edwin A., grocery peddler, h
ROCKPORT
avenue.
THE YOUNG FAMILY
Gardiner.
Old County road.
Did you ever realize that there
Mr. and Mrs G B Annis of CamKnox County Republican Women Dean. Mrs Elizabeth. Old CountyVINAL HAVEN
road
are changing fashions in flowering den announce the engagement of meet at the horn? of Mrs e Stcw- Dean. Florence E, h 17 Shaw ave
The 47th annual reunion of thi
Miss Ethelyn Strickland and Young Family will take place on
nue
plants, shrubs and vines? Some 50 their daughter. Geraldine B Annis art Orbeton Wednesday at 2.30 p m.
to Earle M. Payson, son of Mrs Speakers will be Mrs Nettie Bur- Dean. Frank H employed Mowry & friend of Boston are visiting Mrs
Gale Sondergaard, Freddie Bartholomew, Monty Woolley
years ago wisteria, honeysuckle,
Aug. 18 at the cottage of Mrs.;
Payson, h 17 Shaw avenue.
Kenneth Jarvis of Rockport.
i leigh of Vassalboro and Rep. Clyde
Alice Strickland.
in “Lord Jeff”
Dean.
Mrs
Manila
T„
h
West
Charles Rhodes at Norton Pond In ;
matrimony vine and clematis were
Mr. and Mrs. John Oenthner Smith. All interested women are
Meadow road.
—adv
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Winslow
of
Lincolnville A picnic dinner is al-;
the pride of every woman's heart. and children Jean Alice and Geral- invited.
Dean. William O. motorman. h Old
Chicago
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Taylor
County
road
i dine of Aina were guests Friday
Miss Frances Gardiner and Mrs
Few have them now.
ways enjoyed. Coffee will be fur
Deane. Susie W . clerk, bds 2 Main Winslow of Pittsburg. Pa . who have
No garden was complete without and Saturday at the home of Mr Theresa Aylward of Quincy. Mass., Decrcw. Alton W., milkman, h been guests at the home of Mrs. nished. All Youngs and relatives
and Mrs. George Cunningham.
are spending a two weeks vacation
are welcome.
Thomaston.
flowering almond, snowball, lilacs.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Snow and at the home of Mrs Annie J. Gar- Dennis. Mrs. S D.. dressmaker, 111 Mary L. Arey, returned home Friday. 95-lt
Mrs. Willis Young. Sec.
syringa and bridal wreath. Only a daughter Nathalie of Framingham., diner.
Limerock. h same.
Kenneth Dailey and friend of
Densmore,
Simeon,
veteran,
h
8
few of these are cultivated now j Mass., were weekend guests at the
Rockland were in town Sunday.
Maynard Ingraham Jr. has re
Clarendon.
CALDERWOOD FAMILY
5
8
with the exception or lilac. Who I home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. turned from a visit with his grand Dewey Restaurant. 12 Oak. Geo E
2
M
IO
5
fe
1
9
7
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn
in those days ever heard of del- Champney.
McLaughlin,
prop.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles EvDerby. Chas., stationary engineer, h arrived Sunday from Waterville.
The Calderwood family will meet
phinium, salpaglossis. or gaillardia.
W
Donald Shannon of Washington.; erett at Waltham, Mass.
II
i 12
47 Bread.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Taylor and Wednesday. Aug. 17 at the home of
Lilies of a great variety have al D. C„ is at the Payson homestead
Dr and Mrs
and Mr Derby.
Fred L.. h upper Park
ways been the heart's pride of flow for two weeks' vacation.
and Mrs John Nelson have re_ Derby. James S.. laborer, h upper daughter of New York are at the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Er.ck.son at
i IM
n
15
lb
d
Mrs. Mildred Brewster house at
er lovers Most gardeners were con
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Wilson and tumed
Waltham. Maxt. alter a
North Warren.
SNW
Derby.
John
E
.
city
employee,
h
Gianite
Island.
tent with clove pinks, pansies, por- Dr. and Mrs. R. W Black of New visit at the home of Mr. and Mis.
w 18
Mrs Albert MacPhail. Sec
17
20
19
21
upper Park.
Dr and Mrs Benjamin Franklin
tulaca forget-me-nots, bouncing ton Center, Mass., were In town Fri- Maynard C. Ingraham. Charles Derby.
95-lt
Samuel, street commissioner,
w
YW
of New York are passing a vacation
Bet and a few roses, possibly some day calling on friends and inci- Everett. Carl Everett and Robert
h upper Park.
o 22
23
24
DeWinter. Harry student, h 163 at the Stanton Strawson summei
brought from distant lands or the dentally to attend the regatta,
Everett of Waltham are now guests
CROCKETT
FAMILY
Main
home at Granite Island.
open roadside or woods. Today J Miss Betty A. Fowler of Suncook, at the Ingraham home.
DeWinter. John, master mariner, h
25
26
Mrs. Ada R. Joyce. Miss Alice L
there is such a bewilderment of rare N. H.. and Dyke Putnam of Man163 Maili cor Ocean.
Mr and Mrs. Trygve Heistad and
The
Crockett
family
will
hold
a
and beautiful varieties from which Chester. N. H.. were guests the past
Dickey. Melvin M stevedore h 16 Reeves of Newton Center. Mass.,
27
daughter. Selma Roberta, of Au
W
Miss Jane Tibbetts of New York. reunion Aug 14. at the Crockett
Thomaston.
to choose that gardeners are beset week of Miss Katherine Libby.
gusta
and
Mrs.
Fred
B.
Scribner
of
Dickson.
W,
J.,
manager
Scott's
W
W
Miss Eugenia Carver and Miss Eliza cottage. Ash Point. Members are
with sorrow at lack of space or time
Mrs. William York has returned
2&
Tea Store. 384 Main, h 9 Union. Patterson were dinner guests Sun
South Paris, were guests Friday and
3o 31
29
32
or strength to cultivate them.
to Clinton after being guest for a
to take box lunch and cups, coffee
Didrick.
John,
laborer,
h
12
Lisle.
Saturday of Mr and Mrs. H O
A Nature Lover
week of Mrs, Myra Giles.
to be furnished by the comAiittee.
Dobbins. Francis J . master mari day at The Moors.
Heistad. The Helstads had as Sunw 33
i
34
35
ner. h 30 Linden
Frank Gould of Camden is a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hilton of
Evelyn B Crockett, Sec.
•
day callers Mr and Mrs. Peer Fey- Dobbins. H Marshall, h 30 Linden, visitor at Mr. and Mrs. Frank H
W;
Malden, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs H.
95&97
ling, son Frederick and daughter Dodge. Charles, kiln tender, h 45
3$HO
MICKIE SAYS—
3b 37 w 38
Winslow's.
Theodore Stinson and sons Harry
James.
Anne, of Belmont, Mass.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Burke
of
and Robert of Newport News are
i Dodge. Frank, h rear 45 James.
daughters Esther. Nancy J., and son
Dodge, Sidney, fisherman, h 45 Melrose, Mass., are guests of Mr. Donald of Cleveland. Ohio, and
w 4d
42
visitors at the home of Mrs. Mabel
43
41
VUE LIKE AU, OUR. ADVERTISERS,
James
w
and Mrs. Arthur Bernhard at We- Mrs. Cole's father. George Wheeler
Wltbee.
GOP BLESS EAA-, WE GOT A
UNION
Dodge. William H . kiln tender, h
SPECIAL WARM SPOT IU OUR.
llkit cottage, Shore Acres.
Kenneth Daucett and Edgar
4b IB
45
47
of Hanson, Mass., are passing the
45 James.
HEARTS FOR THOSE NOBLE
N
Whitten were at home from Bridg
Mrs. Margaret Roscoe and niece month at their cottage at Shore
Dodge. William J [Bachelder &
Due
to
the
increased
interest
the
SOULS WHO BR.IUG IU
Dodge) tailors, 341 Main
46
ton CCC Camp over the weekend.
49
revival meetings under the leadcr- Doe. Samuel H milk dealer. Old Margery Roscoe who have been at Acres.
THEIR, gopv earlv, THUS
Rct. and Mn. O. Lou Pressey are
and
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
6AVIUG US MUCH WORRY
I County road.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Paul
Brown,
daugh

PERSPlRATtOM Al
visiting his sister, Mrs. Mabel George Dixon. evangelLsts at the ' Doherty. Arthur . quarryman, h Raymond, returned Friday to Wor
ter Jean and son Robert of New
PROFANITY
Withee.
upper Pleasant.
cester. Mass.
HORIZONTAL
f HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Church of the Nazarene. will conDoherty. C. Emma, h 12 Grove.
1-Walled city in N. E. 36-Type measure
9-Mountains between
The open meeting of the Cta- Unue through Prlday A1I
Misses Gladys Hopkns and Ruth York are at their summer home on
Doherty. Cornelius grocer, 377
China
38-Order
Europe and Asia
J den Club scheduled for today has
Hopkins who were visitors at the Dyer's Island.
Main, h 12 Grove.
at 7.30 daylight time.
6-Grounds of a college 39-Lyric poem
110-Assists
been postponed until next Friday
Miss Mazie Quackenbush has re 11- Shower
Doherty. Cornelius F
student home of Mr. and Mrs. William
40- Musical note
t4-Reckless person
h 12 Grove.
when it will take place at 2.30 at
41- Direct
Lawry, have returned to Worcester, turned to New Jersey, having been 12-Common vetch
15-A constellation
Doherty. Daniel, quarryman. h up Mass.
13- Order (abbr.)
43- Girl's name
18-Full of moisture
the Beech Hill home of Mr. and
guest
of
Miss
Sara
Bunker.
per Pleasant.
14- Anglian kingdom
44- Clear of
[20-Scotch river
Mrs. Leroy Chase.
Miss
Roberta
McElroy
of
Worces

Doherty. James H., quarryman. h
between the Hum- 45-A Persian coin
22- City in France
William Tilley and family of New
Mr. and Mis Earl Pierson and
upper Pleasant.
ter, Mass., Is guest of her grand Ycrk are at Mrs. Evie Holbrook's
ber and the Tyne 47-A rodent
23- Speak
Doherty. John E.. traveling sales- mother, Mrs. Mary Cassie.
children have returned to Water
16- Conflict
48- Gentlemen (Sp.)
24- Ventures
home
at
Granite
Island,
for
a
han, h 14 Masonic
17- Upon
49- Unfastened
28- Talks
bury, Conn., after a two w'eeks' visit |
Charles
Lenfest
and
family
of
Doherty, Mrs J. E, [Mrs J E Do
18- Route
month's stay.
29- A flap
Rochester.
N.
Y„
are
at
Seal
Bay
herty & Co. milliners, 293 Ma
19- Terminate
31- A point of compass
VERTICAL
Main] h 14 Masonic
The committee of the Sesqui-Cen- 21- Fifty-five
Farm.
(abbr.)
Doherty Mrs. J E. & Co [J. E Do
22- Convinced
32- Screened from light
Union
Church
Circle
fair
will
be
tennial
Old
Fashioned
Levee,
of
herty <fc Co. milliners , 295
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND ST?T. CO
25- Piece of thin rock
1- Tests
34-Scents
held Thursday in Cappy's hall, at which Mrs. Louise Wareham is the 26- A paper measure
Main.
2- Gain
j 35—A game
SERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
Doherty. Mary A., bookkeeper, h 12 2 o'clock. All Circle members are
3- Young goat
(pl.)
)37-Deep mud
chairman, met at her home Friday
ISLE AU IIACT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRF.NCHBORO
Grovel
27- The same thing
4- lnto
requested to make an apron and de
40-Flame
Doherty. Ralph E., h upper Pleas
night and made special arrange •
repeated
5- A color (pl.)
(Subject to change without notice)
42-Human race
liver
it
to
the
apron
table.
ant.
28- Vex maliciously
6- Old name of Chosen 44-Moved rapidly
(Eastern Standard Time)
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Roberts and ments for the Levee to be held in 30—loins
Dolham, Jacob W . miller h 5 Rock
7- Mountain (abbr.) )46-Negative
land.
family and Mrs. Faustina Roberts Grand Army rooms Aug. 16. Those 33-Tasteless
8- A dog's foot
,47-Pronoun
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Dolham. Ralph W.. engineer, h 5 are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Free
In
charge
of
the
booths
are:
Cake.
Rocklaiftl.
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Donahue.
Mrs.
Bartholomew, man Roberts.
Read Down
Lillian Carver,. Lucille Carver. Mabei
widow, bds 6 Berkeley.
The new uniforms of the Vina!
Donald. Something new: Enter the
r Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Donahue. David H . clerk. 89 Park. Haven Band have arrived and are Carlon, Hazel Roberts. Allie Lane, Handkerchief Contest.
UR D N
Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
A prize
Donahue. Daniel F„ machinist, h 31
I' M. A.M.
Minnie Smith; quilts, Lora Hardi awarded by ballot for the handsom
A.M. P.M. P.M.
navy
blue
coats,
white
trousers
with
Ocean
NI
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
son, Ethelyn Strickland. Nathalie est hand-made handkerchief. All
gold stripes.
Donahue. Elizabeth T„ h 89 Park
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
5 4(1 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Donahue. Mrs. Ellen M.. h 10 Hall's
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook Smith, Dorothy Thomas; fancy handkerchiefs will be on sale after
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON.
lane.,
.50
2.15
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
daughter Lois and friends enjoyed table. Emily Arey. Madeline Smith. the contest. One room will be in
, Donahue, Florence, h 89 Park.
Read Up
; Donahue, M. Frank, proprietor Friday at Camp MerrieMacs at Eva Smith. Mattie Ingerson. Eliza charge of the Swedish people of
Patterson, Ellen Wareham; grab the town where all articles on sale
Maine Central Hotel, cor. Park Shore Acres.
VINAL IIAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
and Union.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Brown and bag, Edith Newbert, Maude Arey, will be contributed by them. A band
Donahue. James, proprietor Rock granddaughter Phyllis Snowdon of Emma Winslow; parcel post. Alice
Dailv Ex- .Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
concert will be heard in front of the
land Fish Co., Tillson's wharf, h
eepi ; unnay ijjmjt
cept Sunday Only
New York are passing the month Strickland, Ellen Thomas. Flavilla G.A.R. rooms at 6 o’clock that eve
99 Park cor Broad.
A.M. P.M. A.Pt.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Donahue, John L., clerk Thorndike at Clarence Brewster's house, at Anderson and Nina Christie; candy. ning after which a card party will
5.00 2.15 8.00 I.v. ROCKLAND,
Ar.
9.45 5.30 5.30
Hotel. 387 Main.
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
Lena Davidson, Eleanor Gregory, take place at 7 o'clock A penny
Granite Island.
Donahue. John T, laborer, h 123
73tf
Margaret
Glidden, Charlotte Mc- lunch will be served,
Mr
and
Mrs
Lawrence
C
Cole,
Pleasant,
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SALE AFTER SALE, V

CAMEL BUYS MY TOP-

Latest news from Lincoln Count; towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

PRICE TOBACCO.

THAT

WAS TRUE LAST YEAR
TOO.

CAMELS MV SMOKE

Mrs. Annie Grant has moved Maxine two. He received his edu
-ANO THAT OF MOST
fiom the Ralph Benner house to cation at Lincoln Academy, New
GROWERS I KNOW'
the Cudworth house on Jefferson castle, and at the Massachusetts
street.
'College of Pharmacy, Boston, where
A telephone has been installed in he received his Ph. G. For the
the home of Mrs. Annie Grant. The last four and one-half years he has 1
j lived in Sanford. Prior to his com
number is 33-2.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller of ing here he was employed in various
“THIS LAST CROP,” says grower Robert
South Berwick have been recent drug stores in Maine. Massachu
GROWER JOHN DURHAM, JR. (aiore)
WILLIAM VANDIFORD knows tobacco
Lee Oakley, "Camel bought my best grade
guests of his mother. Mis. Ida setts and Connecticut. He is a
is enjoying real smoking pleasure.Yes,
from seedling to cigarette. His ciga
tobacco as they have many times before.
S. J. BONE CONFIRMS growers' preference
it's a Camel. As Mr. Durham states,
Miller.
rette is Camel! "Over and over,” he
qualified chemist, toxologist and a
Naturally I smoke Camels. So do most
for Camels with: "Camels stand ace high with
"I see the tobacco that cigarette
says, "Camel has bought my best to
Mary Hall and Prank Hall of graduate posologist.
tobacco
planters.
Camel"
buys
better
tobacco
other planters in these parts."
companies
buy.
Camel
buyers
pay
bacco.
Of
course
I
smoke
Camelsl
”
Windham are visiting their grand
"Mr. Lovell was sworn in Monday
— my own and that of my grower friends!”
more to get the best of my own crops
mother, Mrs. Anna McLaughlin.
and shortly afterward Issued a
and of my friends. It's Camels for us!"
Miss Esther Good of Blue Hill has statement setting forth his ideas
DAVID ELMER WELLS,
TOBACCO GROWER
been guest of her aunt, Mrs. A D as a member of the local police
Gray.
board. The statement follows: ‘I
* I SELL My
Frank Bishop. Herbert Wood. Wil believe that the chief principle of
TOBACCO WHERE
lis Cobb and Arthur Briggs of Win a police commissioner, besides
THEY HANDLE
throp were dinner guests Thursday knowing the law. is to act fairly
SPECIALLY
GOOD
showing
no
partiality
but
to
hear
of Charles H. Howard.
GRADES. SALE
The Maine-lax Boy's 4-H Club both sides ofMhe case before comAFTER SALE,
under the leadership of Philip Lee | ing to any decision.
CAMEL BIDS IN
attended the State-wide dairy show
'• Tn respect to the police de. THE CHOICE LOTS.
and field day Saturday at Highmoor ! partment itself. I think every officer
SURE I SMOKE
Farm, Monmouth. Those making must come up to certain physical
CAMELS'
.
the trip beside Mr. Lee were Elmer , requirements, but, above all, every
Achorn. Clinton Sidelinger George officer in my opinion, should be
LEE MASON knows tobacco
Teague. Conrad Miller. David required to have a certain educa
— he grows it. He says: "For
a finer smoke, smoke finer
Achorn, Robert Heyer, Donald Hey tion. I should like to see a law
tobacco. That means Camels
er and Raymond Hills.
passed that every officer must be a
to me and most planters.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Merry were college graduate with special em
Camel pays to get the best.”
callers Friday at the home of Miss phasis on certain subjects, such as
Gertrude Newbert and Mrs. Geneva ' law and psychology and would like
, to see the town raise the rate of
Writ.
Arthur Hatch Jr. of Sanford is police pay so that men of this culvisiting his grandparents, Mr. and ibre would be attraced to the police
1 department.
Mrs. Fred Scott.
“ 'Last, but not least, an officer I
Melrose Scott is a surgical patient
I
at the Veterans Hospital in Togus. should be courteous at all times,
Mr and Mrs Walter Roakes of punctual in his work and duties.
Lowell. Mass., were guests Saturday He should, when on duty, be on
of his uncle, Elmer Wentworth and duty, and not spend his time in
S there a real difference in the to
i places of business or in hiding. He
Mrs. Wentworth.
bacco that goes into various ciga
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Walts of should respect the uniform that he
GROWER MARVIN
A MOST Y
rettes? "Yes"—say the men whoZ/i*
Camels
are
a
matchless
HOLLOMAN speaks as
Long Island, N. Y., spent the week 1 wears and conduct himself in a
f SMOKERS )
with tobacco—the planters. These men
blend of finer — MORE
an "insider" on tobacco
manner becoming to it at all times." ’
end in town.
grade their crops long before the ware
WHO GROW S
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
quality. " Finer tobaccos
Mrs George Brown and Everett
house sales. They know who buys their
TOBACCO
Democratic
Rail;
—
Turkish
and
Domestic
make a big difference in
Welt drove Sunday to Boston re
best grades. "Camel,” say the typical
smoking. Camel takes
SMOKE CAMELS,
One of the most successful rallies
turning Monday. Mrs. Brown is
planters on this page. "—Camel buys
my real choice lots. So
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the Democrats, have held in re
LIKE
ME,
THEy
THEY
our choicest lots!" So, for their own
1 smoke Camels. Most
cent
years
was
the
clam
bake
and
Osborne Welt.
SEE CAMEL PAY
smoking, planters choose the cigarette
ARE THE
growers do."
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns Mrs. get-together held Sunday after
that gets the ir costlier tobaccos — Camel!
. TO GET THEIR 4
LARGESTDora H. Yorke. Mrs. Annie Thomp noon at Back Cove. About 300
Yes, there is extra enjoyment in Camel's
BEST GRADES >
son. Miss Grace Yorke and Mrs. B people gathered to hear ex-Ooverfiner, more expensive tobaccos. Try
SELLING
O. Miller and Alton Winchenbach nor Louis J Brann and F. Harold
Camels today! Compare them for their
CIGARETTE
attended a meeting of Democratic Dubord. candidate for Congress
enjoyable taste, for their special mild
IN
committee members Monday in from the second Maine district. A
ness which pirmits steady smoking.
AMERICA .
large delegation of Brann and Du
Nobleboro.
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey and her bord supporters from Knox County
guest, Mrs William Brown leave to- , attended.
opened her studio for the remainder
SEE WHAT DICK DID
John Blagdon of Wiscasset chair
MONHEGAN
TENANTS HARBOR
day for a few days visit at MooseMARTINSVILLE
of the season Mrs. Cartwright has
man of the Young Democratic Club
head Lake
Mar; J. Hart
The seiner N'Jorth. Manville recently returned from a trip to the
Mr and Mrs. Richard Routledge
Dick French, one-time star of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker and , of Lincoln County, who sponsored
Davis,
has been in the harbor for West Coast.
Funeral
services
for
Mary
J.
have
returned
to
Needham.
Mass
son William of Farmington arrived j the affair, extended a welcome to Just a Common Goose, Rockland High School, pitched a
Word has been received of the
a
few
days
awaiting the schooling
Frank
Crockett
has
returned
to
•
Dukeshire)
widow
of
Capt.
John
Which Left Own Family "°
no
®ufnd’y/'^
Saturday to visit Mrs. Becker's par the gathering. Bradford C. Redondeath in Washington. D C„ of Fred' the Samoset team defeated the Whitinsville. Mass., having spent th» A. Hart, who died at the home of of mackerel.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. William Flint 1 nett also of Wiscasset, state com
For a Sparrow
Camden C.C.C. 2 to 0. White the past few months with his family her daughter Mrs. Ida Gregson of
Miss Roberta MacKenzit of Hous 1 crick Wright, a lawyer who with
Mr Becker returned Monday to mittee-man from Lincoln County
I Camp's slab artist was also In fine here.
ton, Texas, Is at the Island Inn for Mrs. Wright had spent a great manv
Farmington. Mrs. Becker and Wil- | made pertinent remarks in regard
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
i seasons here and will be sadly
Mrs. Watson Barter of Crlehaven Worcester. Mass., were held at the several weeks.
form, holding the hotel outfit to
liam are remaining for a longer [ tq county affairs which received
Many years ago. I had a pet goose.
! missed.
was guest of her parents, Mr. and residence here. Rev. Newell J.
four
hits.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Justin
Dunbar
are
warm approbation from his audi It was Just a common goose, such [
visit.
Mrs. Joseph Clapp has returned
Mrs. Hatton Wilson, for a few days Smith of the Seaside Baptist at the new Monhegan House for an
Samoset
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Stafford and ence.
as may be found all over the Unn- j
!
to
Massachusetts after spending sev.
recently.
ab
r
bh
po
a
e
Church
officiated.
Interment
was
annual vacation.
Mr. Redonnett then introduced ed States. It lived in the pen with
children. Mary and Joseph. Dr and
j eral weeks at the new Monhegau
The Circle Fair will be held in the family lot, Seaside cemetery.
4
0
2
0
0
0
Gahan.
cf
the
other
speakers
of
the
afternoon
Miss M J. Worcester of Montreal.
Mrs.
Franklin
Randolph
and
the other geese for a while, but soon
I House.
Aug. 17.
The bearers were: Edwin S. Wheel Canada, is spending a few weeks at
daughter. Constance spent Sunday —ex-Governor Brann and Mr. Du decided that the rest of the brood J. Delay, 2b ........ 4 0 1 1 1 0
Mr and Mrs. John Partridge of
Mr
and
Mrs
Hiram
Crie
of
Rock

4
0
0
0
0
0
Annis.
If
er,
Lewis
Barter
and
Albert
Fred

bord. That the clam bake was were ordinary. I watched its ridicu
the Island Inn.
at Old Orchard.
I
Canton,
Mass., are at Miss Jessie
land
are
visiting
her
sister.
Mrs.
erickson. Many beautiful flowers
Mrs. Celia Gross. Mrs. Carrie j popular was evidenced from the lous antics and laughed. I thought Bolonget. lb ...... 4 1 1 3 0 0
Guerdon Holden, owner of the i Dunbar's for two weeks.
Lester Spencer.
4
0
French,
p
0
0
0
3
were
in
evidence.
Perry. Mrs. Lillian Boggs. Miss 1 fact that in the proverbial "Twink it would become civilized w’hen it
Cleveland Plain Dealer, spent
Miss Ethel Howland, chairman
Miss Marjorie Hupper is at Miss
SS ........ 4 0 0 0 0 0
Mrs. Hart was a member of the
Rachel Orff and Miss Ida Winchen ling of an eye" every one of the grew a little older and had had Its D. Delay.
j
last week at his cottage here.
for the library benefit, is very busy
Susan
Martin's
at
Rumford
Point
4
0
0
Kelly.
3b
0
0
0
Baptist
Church.
Puritan
Rebekah
bach have returned from Gorham five bushels of clams had disap feathers plucked a few times by the Kelly, 3b
Mr and Mrs. John Joselyn of getting underway a circus which will
3 0 0 23 1 0 this week on a visit.
Foote, c .
Lodge and the Ladies' Sewing Circle
other nestlings.
Normal School where they have peared.
,
New
York city are at the home of take place this month.
Mr. and Mrs Rulus Stone have in which organizations she was al
3 1 0 0 0 0
But no. this goose was just a sort Bock, rf .
The committee in charge of ar
been attending the summer session.
vacated the Leonard cottage and ways a willing helper when a resi Mrs. Pearl Davis for a week.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Ralph and rangements were John Blagdon. of freak and its strange doings piled
Miss Helen Hoggard of Spencer.
34 2 427 5 0 are guests of Miss Helen Gillchrist dent of this place, and continued
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Vannah were i Mrs. M. Louise Miller, Mr and Mrs. up with age. At last it took up
Ina.,
will arrive at the home of
In Tenant’s Harbor.
her interest when coming home for
Camden C.C.C.
Mrs. Pearl Davis Monday for an
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns and Bradford Redonnett with a little sparrow and would not
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Adriance
and
the summer She was also on many
ab r bh po a €
honk to its family any more, or let
1
Willard Fales of Rockland at their Jr.
Mr and Mrs. Kenenth Mills are occasions. Inclined to be of assist annual vacation.
one
of
them
get
within
a
mile
of
,
Baker,
cf
..............
3
•
•
•
•
Mrs. Isabel Cartwright, noted por
camp in Cushing
visiting Miss Evelyn Buck, Camp ance to others in time of illness,
the pen.
jGould. 3b ............. 3
Ellis B. De CosU
trait
artist from Philadelphia, has
Mrs. Fannie Mank is a patient in
Alamoosic. East Orland.
and was rewarded in so doing, by
A number of times, in a period of iCarter, If............... 3
Ellis B De Costa. 81. died Aug.
Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Holings- being given the faithful care of a
years, this aging goose, met up with i Gibbs, lb ............. 3
as a result of an accident from 4 at his home on the Benner road
worth and son and niece Miss Irene daughter and son-in-law with the
the other goslings, which had made i White, p .............. 3
which she sustained a broken hip. He was born in Washington, son of
LEsprance of Taunton, Mass., are aid of relatives during the past few
nice pens for themselves and were ' Rogers. 2b............ 3
Mr and Mrs. Joseph M. Davis of Benjamin and Julia De Costa. He feeding on a fine brand of worms. | Docheney, rf ...... 3
guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Gard months of illness In Worcester,
Hammonton. N. J. were weekend was twice married, his first wife
ner.
Mass , where she had resided for
Then it would flap around and Davis, c ................ 3
0 19
guests of Mr and Mrs. Alfred Storer. Miss Lillian Grinnell of Washing
The latest arrivals at Gardner several years except during the
honk more softly than usual. Things [ Lavasseur, ss ...... 3
0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dicken and ton who died. He later was married ,
summer.
happened that it never learned in j
---------------------- Beach cottages are: Dr. and Mrs
two children of Dana. Ind.. are to Mrs. Luella Lawrence w’ho also
Mrs. Hart will be missed by
Manfred Simmons of Lowell. Mass.,
the
family
pen.
It
would
bask
laz;
27
0
0
27
12
5
preceded her husband'" in death. He
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack.
ily In the best nest and never work | Samoset ....... 01000010 0—2 at East Cottage; Mr. and Mrs. Mc friends and associates there, as well
• * * *
is survived by one sister, Mrs. Ma
as by those in her own home town.
or lay an egg for months. Then it Camdeh C.C.C. 00000000 0—0 Farlane and family of Saugus.
The Immediate relatives who sur
This extract taken lrom the San tilda Williams; one brother, Orris would become tired and weary of all I RUns batted in—Bolanger 1: F. Mass.; Mrs. Dawson and nieces, the
ford Tribune and Advocate will be Weaver of Washington and by sev its kind and rush back to the little j Delay 1 Two base hits—Gahan 1; Misses Wards and Mr. MacDonald vive the deceased are: A daughter,
Mrs. Ida Gregson of Worcester.
eral grandchildren.
of interest to residents here:
of Providence at West Cottage.
sparrow.
Bolanger 1. Stolen bases—Gahan 2
Mass., a son Leroy Hart of WayFuneral services were held from
"Aug. 1 Board of Selectmen an
What did I do to my cunning pet Annis 1; Bolanger 1; French 2. Left
land. Mass., two brothers. Phores
nounced the appointment to the the house Sunday. Rev. Oscar G. goose? Did I kill it and serve It
CUSHING
on bases—Samoset 4. Base on ballDukeshire of Billerica, Mass. Wil
Sanford Police Commission for a Barnard was the officiating clergy for Thanksgiving? No! It had
off White 2. Struck out by—French
Jean, two-year old daughter of liam Dukeshire of New York; an
term of three years of Ralph M. man. Burial was in the Comery grown far too tough and too fat for
22; White 14. Hit by pitcher— Mr. and Mrs. F G. Olson has re aged aunt, Mrs Elizabeth Barter
Level druggist. Mr. Lovell is a na | cemetery.
any practical use. so I plucked It Ducheney. Umpire, Sterling.
turned from Knox Hospital where of Wallston, besides many other
tive of Waldoboro son of Mr and I
from the pretty velvet roost in my
she underwent a throat operation. relatives.
Mrs. John H. Lovell. He was mar GEORGES RIVER ROAD heart and threw it so far into the
Misses Marcia Cline and Nancy J Those from out of town who came
ST. GEORGE
ried to Lillian M. Berry of Stone- I The young people of the Finnish discard that it can never return.
Hill of East Aurora, N. Y.. are to attend the services were: Mr. and
ham, Mass., Oct. 31, 1930 and has I Congregational Church will meet
Since then, I have been watching
Elizabeth Riley has returned to guests of Betsy James.
Mrs. Frank P Gregson of Worces
the rest of the hatching and have Somerville, Mass., after spending a
two daughters. Marilyn six and ' at the church tonight at 7.30.
Rev. and Mrs. O Duffield of ter. Mass.. Mr and Mrs. Leroy Hart
wondered why I should think thi'
,
. week with her uncle. A. C. Hocking Phoenixville, Pa., are at the Flint of Wayland. Mass.. Mr and Mrs.
goose more special than the rest o ftnd famUy gt
guests of Betsy Ames.
Phares Dukeshire of Billerica, Mass
its kind. Perhaps the incessant
Mrs. Joseph Teague of Wey-! William Dukeshire and daughter of
ward Riley. Jr., has also been guest
honking had persuaded me.
Rev. F. W. Barton, former pas mouth, Mass., who is vacationing New York, Mrs. Louise Dexter Kilk
The Philosophist
tor, was guest of Mrs. Geneva Hall at Rev. H. 8. Kllborn's In Thom of Bedford Hillside. Mass. and Mrs
P. S.—I have laughed so hard
Tuesday night.
aston, was in town Wednesday Fannie Cox of Somerville. Mass.
over that delightful pet cat that
Mrs. Estelle Brown arrived here looking up old-time friends, some of Other relatives from Massachusetts
brought in the wood, that I have
Saturday from Melrose, Mass., and whom she had not seen for 22 years. who are summering at Elmore and
decided to tell you about an unique
will visit Mrs. Elsie Thomas.
Her sons. Lynwood and Lindon were also in attendance at Ute
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or ivorytone.
pet of mine.
Eula Pike of Weymouth. Mass., who were born at what is now the services were: Mrs. Fannie Orcutt,
Your
name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with
and Gordon Tower of Medford were Samuel Olson farm, are both mar and Mrs Marion Dukeshire Baker
style A or B heading
BREMEN
overnight guests Thursday of (Miss ried. The former has one son, and two sons.
Pike's aunt. Mrs. A. C. Hall.
Robert.
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.
Carl Hilton has employment at
Mrs. Baylis Baum and her
Cards have been received from
the canning factory in Waldoboro.
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 I -8x4 I -8
father. Capt. Arthur Thomas were Mrs, Charles Bailey who is now in IF YOU FEEL
Cynthia Tibbetts was a visitor
called to Lynn, Mass., recently on New York, but will be a Pilot Point
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.
Saturday at the home of Agnes |
"y—”
on Labor Day.
Are you bo blue that life is no longer worth
Willey.
! Thomas
Misses Ida Olson. Thelma Wales living? I)o you cry /*asily? Do you feel low,
mean, depressed just absolutely SUNK?
Arthur Willey is employed at the
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Grant and and Janet Wales report $19 net
B here's good BOWS for you in case you
Morse Boatbuilding Corp.
need a g<A»d general system tonic Just take
daughter Patricia were over night ted from the church supper Wed famous
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound. Ix*t its wholesome herbs and roots
guests Sunday of iMrs. Grant's nesday at town hall.
help Nature build up more physical resist
mother. Mrs. Annie Kinney.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Broughton of ance and tone up your system, so that it can
easily throw off the “blues” and give
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Allen mo New York have arrived and are more
CALL
more energy to enjoy life.
MILLIONS of women have depended up
tored
Sunday
to
East
iRochester.
making
arrangements
for
occu

HAVENER’S ICE CO
ROCKLAND, MAINE
on this Compound and have passed the word
N H. On return they were accom- pancy of the District 4 schoolhouse along to friends and neighbors, and to their
Tel. 792
55’56tf' Panlec* by Miss Helen Hilt who has which they recently bnuehl from children.
Why not take Pinkham’s Compound and
go “smiling thru”?
1 been visiting there.
the town.

tobacco planters sj

“our FINEST TO1 and delicately
most richly fragrant
the most nc
, to Camel „
mild varieties

the

naturally thats

I

L

Concerns Pet Goose
___
•

RITE-BEST

SUNK

Read this and cheer up

$1.00 postpaid

For “ICE” Service
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THOMASTON
A meeting of the Board of Direc 
tors of the Knox Memorial Associa
tion was held Friday at Montpelier
The meeting was conduted by the
president. Mrs. Anne Snow. Miss
Harriet Williams who was elected
treasurer at the annual meeting
was unable to accept this office, and
Alfred Strout was elected to sue-
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September, due to the vacation
period at the Church for the last
two weeks in August.
There ft much interest in the
open meeting of the Woman's Republican Club of this county tomorrow at 2.30 at Mrs. E. £tewart
Orbeton's home in West Rockport
The invitation includes all women
of any affiliation who are interested.
A worthwhile occasion is assured.

daughter to consult a physician;
and she took them to Dr A. K.
Curtis, father of Dr. John B Curtis
of this town.
July 29. the “cousins' party" took
! place at Mr. and Mrs. Bert C. Hurd's
j home in Prentiss, so that the West! ern cousins could meet all the family I
ln their limited time Their trip
, each way took four days driving j
500 or 600 miles a day. and they

Tenant's Harbor was appointed Congressman Smith and State Was served buffet style; baked beans.
! vegetable salad, sandwiches, cakes.
chairman of publicity. The presi Chairman O'Connell.
The Flower Show of the Garden doughnuts, cookies and hot coffee.
dent announced that approximately
400 guests registered at Montpelier Club Thursday will be open from Mrs. Linnie True said grace before
July 25. General Knox's birthday, 2 to 9 p. m. At the close flowers meat and after supper the party
which is an increase of 100 over last will be on sale. With 15 classes on gathered in the parlor and played
display much interest is being and sang old-time hymns. They
year's attendance.
Leon White of Rockland was the shown, and there will be many drove up to see the large potato
soloist at the Baptist Church Sun lovely arrangements. The children’s fields and the vegetable gardens,
day morning, singing “I Walked exhibit will include the herbariums the Hurd farm being nearly 4001
Today Where Jesus Walked" by made by Mrs. E D. Carleton's group acres.
The 46 cousins at the party were; i
of junior girls who have shown great
Geoffrey O'Hara.
zeal in collecting
and skill andI Mrs. VerKennes. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Sleeper re
of the vacation school by Mr. Gregtaste in arranging their specimens. Cameron and son James, all of theys one think I like bettern a
WARREN
turning to South Portland yesterday
_____
ory. Work was exhibited.
Some of them will also show dish ' Minneapolis; Mr. and Mrs. Asia parade its two parades an I guess
were accompanied by her sister,
Advertisements ln this column not
Mrs. Laura Blake and Miss Ma- | All honor pupils received two stars
gardens. The girls are Jean Gil- True and their children, Dorothy. likely thats the way the rest o thc
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
Mtss Ruth Killeran. who will be
chrest, Marjorie Cushing. Jean Edward, Blanche Dale. Bertha. folks thinks for theyre all aimin to rion Blake of Rockland, and Esten on their certificates. Miss Chris- 25 cents, three times fo#60 cents. Ad
there a week.
ditional lines five cents each for one
SUIT box containing dresses lost
Cushing, Mary Richards, Gertrude Frank and Helen of Springfield; make this a good big one from al! Blake of Augusta, were weekend tine Jones, was accompanist for the time 10 cents for three times. Six Aug.
3 on Maine Central bus. Probably
Mrs. Lea Martin of Auburn is Hanley. Mary Lakeman, Nancy Mr. and Mrs. Frank Noyes and son I hear. The Little Garden Club is guests of Mrs. Ellen Wellman and demonstration, and the vocal work. small words to a lice.
exchanged In error "G. Sansom" writ
ten
on
cover Finder phone G. SAN
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Gleason Libby. Jean Elliot and Helen Lynch. Frank A.. Jr., of Lincoln; Mr, and gettin a float an the Big Garden Maurice Wellman, Tlie group en- Mrs. Sidney Wyllie aided with singSOM 1021-J. Rockland.
93*95
Cogan.
joyed a trip Saturday to Augusta ing. Others who aided Mr. GregAlfred M. Strout has moved his I Mrs. Carroll Butterfield Noyes and Club too.
TWO keys ln leather case Finder
please leave at Po Office or CourlerO an Matie was right pleased for and Wiscasset, and Sunday, they ory were, Mrs. Laura Jameson, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hathorne law and insurance office to the west children. Hollis and Helen, of KingOazette or call FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
I Janet Wade, Miss Mary Trone, Miss
have had guests from Stoneham. side of the Georges Bank building, man; Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gould almost fore the paper come out she visited Fort Knox ln Prospect.
Tei. 605-M. Rockland.
94-96
|f*«.^^.e«e«.^e»e»ee«.**e«.|(|
.. t
___.
. „ ...
got
a
word
bout
a
baby
buggy
the
Mass., who came Saturday and re taking possession yesterday.
The event of this week will be Ruth Starrett. Raymond Kenniston,
and Miss Lucille Jacobs of East
instruction. Men to take up ’ M
-^ -^ *•**••••• •* —• — — — ■- —
turned Monday: Dr. and Mrs. A
Mrs. N. L. Wolf (Harriet Burges) Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Bert C Hurd kmd she was wantin. Said likely tlie annual fair, by the Congrega- Rev. Howard A. Welch and Miss AirMALE,
Conditioning and Electric Refrig
♦
L Jones and sons Irvin and Allan, writing from Cocoa. Fla., to a friend (Josephine Noyes) and their child ifn that had of been a paid ad the tional Lodi
Circle Thursday at Dorothy Simmons.
eration and better themselves
Must
I
be
mechanically
inclined,
willing
to
buggy
woulda
dropped
right
in
her
2.30 at the Town hall. Supper wil!
------------------and Mrs. Mary Hathorne. With and enclosing a snapshot of their ren. Fredric. Carlton, Ruth and
train ln spare time to qualify. Write
them at the Hathorne cottage in older son “Ned" with Grandpa, says: Lucille, of Springfield, and their lap. As tis she aint got it yet but be served at 6 oclock at the Con- WARREN’S ANNUAL CONCERT UTILITIES INST, care Courier-Ga
zette.
95*97
EIGHT-room house on Limeroek St.
gregational Chapel, by Mrs. Carrie
Cushing Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. "Ned is very •litter-ary'—keeps our daughter. Mrs. Blanche Hurd Deck theyre a fixin it up for her.
around 40 to book orders for us —corner lot. needs some repairs, would
Now prcbly theys lots o uses you R. Smith, Mrs Corinne Perkins, Choral Numbers Are To Be Fea inMAN
Nelson Fogerty, Miss Cora Fogerty, old magazines strewn about the er. and her four children. Kenneth
make
fine home, three minutes from
this locality. Year round Job. with
good pay Experience unnecessary In P. O. school house, hospital; price
tured at Warren Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. W A. Rivers of Cush house, he calls them all ‘books' and Wayne, Kathleene and Thelma, of got for your paper but Matie sh( Mrs. Edna White, Mrs. Jessie
Inquire by letter please;
quire BURR NURSERIES. Manchester. reasonable
Conn.
96* r. address "R. E.” care Courier-Gazette
ing. and Mrs. Maurice Sawyer and you don't see him holding any up Springfield; Mr. and Mrs. Norman says to ask if youd put in what she Walker, Mrs. Christine Barker. Mrs.
85* tf
The annual concert to be given at
YOUNG Finnish girl wants position
children Diane and Dennis.
side down." With Neds heritage Judkins and their children Donald calls a SOS thatll sing out fer Marjorie Spear. Mrs. Adelaide Nor
doing general housework, experienced
FOR SALE
the
Warren
Baptist
Church
Friday
evbody
to
come
down
to
Mis
Cogan.
wood
Mrs.
Annie
Russell,
Miss
M
TEL Thomaston 168-2 .
95-lt
Mrs. Walter Johnson and Mrs. he will undoubtedly become literary and Derwood of Springfield; Mrs.
Farm machinery for sale.
Dump
ENT ORADUATE of the School cart. Including wheels. Oliver Sulky
Victoria Sibley of Prentiss, her son barn any an every afternoon what Grace Walker. (Miss Edna F Boggs evening. Aug. 19, under the direcHoward Smalley entertained a few instead in his own good time.
of BFauty Culture wishes work in plow; K L. riding cultivator; gralnand
Mrs.
Ruth
Philbrook.
The
eni
tion
of
Chester
O.
Wyllie,
promises
tl-ey
can
an
snip.
She
said
they
friends at supper last evening
Pentecostal
Mission subjects: Ray Sibley and Mrs Sibley <Mathairdressing. TEL Thomaston 168-21. ' drill, oak hay rack. rake, mowing mawas two right smart boys there to- tertainment "The Old District to be one of the outstanding musi95*97 J chine, harrow, horse rake, manure
Wednesday,
“
Do
Opportunities tie Noyes) with their children
The resignation of Rev. II. S. Kilsleds, all double horse.
Schocl"
will
be
held
at
8
p.
m.
cal
events
of
the
summer
season.
MANAGER wanted, large Life Insur spreader,
Louise.
Lawrence
and
Morris
of
day
cutting
up
the
branches
for
em
1936 pick-up. good condition.
born as minister of the Baptist Make Success?" Thursday. "That
Mrs. Clarence Peabody enter- , Once again choral numbers will be ance Company with $200,000,000 of In
Mis
Knowltons
boy
an
Mis
LinFarm
team,
weight 1500. six jean
and $50 000.000 Assets, writing
A-l ln every respect, also harness,
Church, recently presented to be Is This." Friday. "The Real Mean Prentiss; Mr. and Mrs. John West- scotts boy an they was awful good tained Friday afterpoon at her featured on the program, with the surance.
all fomw of Life Insurance. Health old,
new
last
year.
tnd Accident, and children's Insurance
come effective in September, was ing of the Second Advent of Christ." gate (Jennie Hurd) of Prentiss. Mr.
Cows—Guernsey. Jersey, two registered
Last piece you writ up you neve.- home, in honor of her aunt, Mrs. able body of local singers to be aid- from one day up
• • • *
and Mrs. Clark were the only people
Hoisteins. three regular heifers, two
accepted Thursday.
Desire District Manager and three Jersey
Ernest
Moody
of
Union,
and
Miss
I
ed
by
vocalists
from
both
Knox
put
in
them
marks
at
the
end
on*
heifers.
A Cousins' Party
present not included among the
Tn the loCAl a^nts for Knox and Waldo counMr. and Mrs. Fred Bucklin with
WALTER SPROWL. Searsmont. Me
Ill see io it this time said the little Edna F Boggs. Other guests pres- I County and out of State.
(ties, office located In Rockland or
cousins.
90-95
An unusual gathering of 46 cou
their daughters Charlotte. Mary and
ent were Mrs Lilia Ames of TTiom-i list already named now have been Belfast.
«*»•Answer by letter giving age. experiThe next morning, Saturday, the r r solemnly.
ATTRACTIVE home for sale; seven
Anne and son George left yesterday sins occurred recently during the
aston.
Mrs
Frank
Rowe.
Mrs.
P.
D.
added
such
names
as
Ross
McKincnce
present
occupation,
and
natlonSo do an dont ferget the SOS an
rooms and bath; all modern; best
Louise Veazie, Harold aiity. Write insurance, care Cou- grade oak floors, two-car garage and
for their home in Port Arthur, visit to Prentiss made by Mr. and Minnesota people started home well all be much obliged.
Starrett. Mrs. Charles Hysler and ney. Miss
I
v-.
.
..
rler-Gazette.
95*97
shop,
buildings in perfect condition.
The
Clarks
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gould
Boggs
K. Greene.’ ”
Mrs
Texas, after a vacation visit with Mrs. Luther A. Clark of this town
Mrs. Clifford Spear. Miss
°°“| Greene. Raymond
v
'♦! berry picker> wanted. ROSE HILL Owner moving elsewhere must sacrifice
and
Miss
Jacobs
on
their
return
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Gould
and
this
beautiful
and economical home.
: received several gifts, by way of a Grace Strout and Miss Margaret farm, owls Head
Mrs Bucklin's mother Mrs. Robert
95-tf
HALLOWELL. 14 Spruce St. Tel. 1313
APPLETON
miscellaneous shower. Sandwiches Simmons of Rockland; Miss Sylvia WOMAN wanted for general house _____ ________________ ____________ 95-tf
Watts. Friday. Miss Gladys Fer Mrs. Gould's granddaughter. Miss journey came by way of Milo and
Applw at FOSS HOUSE. Tel.
and punch were served.
Kenney of Wilmington. Del.; E F. work
nald entertained a party of friends Lucille Jacobs, of East Belfast. through Dixmont where ten moun
330 at 77 Park St.. city.
95-97
SINGER Block on Main St., for sale
tains
were
in
view,
down
through
Commencement
Exercises
Leaving
here
July
27
they
arrived
Mr
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Overlook.
Lynch
and
Edward
Newcombe,
of
for Mrs. Bucklin at out-of-door
POSITION, as allround cook. H. T Price reasonable If sold at once Apply
*70-tf
i
WEBBER S INN. Thcmaston. Me
PERRY.
44
Oay
St.,
city
The New England Bible and Mu- and Mr. and Mrs John Turner of Thomaston; Mrs Helen Yeo of
supper, the others present being in the afternoon at Prentiss where Brooks and around Swan Lake.
90-95
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches.------------------------------------------They
had
tea
with
Mrs.
Louise
sic
School
will
present
Thursday
at
Cambridge,
Mass
.
and
Magnolia.
Brighton.
Mass.;
Mrs.
Chester
Starthey
were
guests
of
Mrs.
Gould's
Miss Edna Watts. Mrs. Walter
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
FORTY-acre farm, good buildings,
Stackpole. Mrs. Bernard Robinson. cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Ray sibley Jacobs at East Belfast, and ar- 8.15 p. m at Church of God Admin- Mass.. have been guests of C. E rett of Providence. R. I.; Miss Lucy deliver, S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 sightly location. MRS. GERTRUDE
STUDLEY. West End, Thomaston. 90*95
rived home in the evening, complet- istration Building, this program:
Overlock and Mr. and Mrs. William Teague of Cranford. N J.; and Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
Mrs. Webster Clark. Miss Julia and Mrs. Octavia Noyes.
_______________
92-tf I THE La Forest Smith farm on No. 1
ing
a
60O-mile
trip.
Opening
Song
—
"I
Never
Shall
Forget
Carleton
Porter
of
Waldoboro.
The
trip
was
planned
so
that
j
Rogers.
!
Highway, near Oakland Park for sale,
Woodcock. Mrs. Chester Vose, Mrs.
the Day..
acres. Including 26 acre wood lot
Recent guests of Mrs. Maurice While the list Of soloists isnotyet|w_____________w SO
Student Body
Alvin Richards, and Miss Mabel Mrs. Gould could join a family party
I,ariZP
Large burn
barn, parnifp
garage, nrrhard
orchard. Hnn.n
House In
In
Devotions,
Snippers O Snippers, Says Aunt
i
Lindsay
were
Misses
Lizzie
Tuttle
j
complete,
already
a
brilliant
array
to
meet
cousins
from
Minneapolis,
good
condition, lights, furnace, bath
Fernald.
Arthur Chase
i Fine place
for
any
kind
of
farming,
Hetty
and Elonia Woodcock of Thomaston is ready for announcement. Among
Selection.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts re Mrs. Beatrice VerKennes and Mr.
i roadside stand or cabins. Price rea
Orchestra
Members of the Women's Mis- them will*be Francis (Havener of
sonable. Inquire on Premises.
88-tf
I see Cousin Hattie down to the New Testament Class.
turn today to Belmont, Mass., and and Mrs. Alfred Cameron and son
Talk—"The Life of Christ.”
sion
Circle
will
picnic
Friday
afterRockland,
whose
fine
baritone
voice
James,
who
had
come
east
for
the
Keag
has
took
to
talkin
again
too
FIVE-room
tenement
to
let.
49
Mrs. Joseph Friedmann and her
Stanley Davis
noon at the Lookout, Jefferson, this is already attracting notable atten Pleasant St ; also range tor sale. Inquire
it
Song—"The Books of the Bible,”
daughters Betty, Caroline and Ann first time to see their father's old Grandmother alius said the last
82 LIMEROCK ST
93*95
♦
Methyl
Kimball
tion. Mrs Yeo. soprano, whose vocal
to
take
the
place
of
the
meeting
home
and
the
family.
thing
any
of
us
girlsd
stop
doin
was
to South Braintree. Mass.
LARGE pleasant room to let with
Love Chapter.
i
career
has
covered
a
iwide
field,
par

lavatory,
bath
on
same
floor.
Centrally
Tressa Rockwell
Wednesday.
Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Sibley. talkin after ap after shed talked
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson went
*
located Write "RHB." care Tlie Cou
Song—"Glory on the Christian Side,”
Chester Smalley of Thomaston ticularly in church work; Arlington rier-Gazette
92-tf
Sunday to the Girl Scout Camp Mrs May Boynton and her daugh cn a spell bout it shed give in that
Student Body
was
a
recent
visitor
at
Maurice
Hudson
of
Mansfield
Mass.,
comet
and Trombone Duet—"Face
AUTO glider for sale: run about 300
FURNISHED apartments $3 50 to $6
Natarswi with their daughter Miss ter of Kingman. Mr. and Mrs. Gould v.e come honestly by It. So long Trumpet
to Face,"
BOX
Lindsay’s.
I’st" a skilled musician though still per week V F STUDLEY. 283 Main miles. Apply Thomaston P. O 95*97
Feme Thomas and Bertha Bothell
Lois, who will remain there two and Mr. and Mrs. Clark were in bout now if taint Hattie its me an
St.. Tel 1154 or Foss House. 77 Park 155
Personal
Soul
Winning
Talk,
Mr and Mrs. Harold F. Dill, and in his teens; Mme. Florence Mas St.. Tel 330
95-tf i FOUR rebuilt hydraulic dump bodies
vited to tea with Mrs. Mabel Sibley if taitn me its Hattie tooting away
^eeks.
Clifford Emmett
FIRST floor apartment to let with for sale priced S125 to $1754 one hyInstrumental Number, son, Roy have returned from a ciska of Orlando, Fla , and Bremen,
Edward OB. Burgess entertained at Mattawamkeag; and Friday Mrs. for dear life bout a carnival at the Offering during
bath and electric lights. Newly deco- draullc grease lift. $125; one Highway
H W Poteat
visit with Mrs. Frederick Dill in who has had the benefit of exten rated 85 NORTH MAIN ST
88-97 semi-trailer, air brakes, good tires,
four cousins at dinner Saturday. Victoria Sibley, the Goulds and Keag or a fair on the mall or both Song—"I Love to Tell of Hls Love.”
---------------- —----- ——————- platform body. $225; one Klngham
sive
study
in
this
country
and
in
Mixed
Quartette.
No.
1
Rockland, Mass., and Mrs. Helen
FIVE-room apartment to let; hush | trailer. $300; one almost new 8 ft. Hi
Mrs. Martha Burgess of Warren, the Clarks dined with another to once. But they both dont come Instrumental—"Farther Along."
Europe where she was a pupil of toilet, garage, shed and cellar. Every. yd hydraulic dump body and hoist
Elizabeth Dill in Bourne, Mass.
Hllemon Trio
Miss Matilda Burgess of New York cousin, Mrs. Gracie Moores in to once thats somethin. The Keag
newly painted and papered Fur- $250 B M CLARK, Union,
93*J5
Anton
Witek. Miss Margaret G. room
Old Testament Discussion.
nlshed or unfurnished. Free from ver
Leroy Grant of Medfield, Mass.,
folks they have theirs next Friday
city. Mrs. Helen Smith of this town, Springfield.
Leosa Glover
CABIN cruiser for sale. 30x9. comfortmin DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
Stahl
of
Rockland
will
be
guest
or

was guest Friday of Maurice Well
During their stay Mrs. Clark had an Si and me dont know but what Song—"The Cross He Meekly Bore.”
94- tf I able quarters, good condition, very
and Mrs. Burgess's daughter, Mrs.
Student Body
ganist for one or more numbers.
' able, equipped. 4-40 Gray engine. 14
FURNISHED downstair apart’nen
we
may
get
down
to
supper.
Dora
occasion
to
drive
to
Danforth
to
Instrumental—"There is Power ln the man.
John Robinson of Warren.
95-tf
From a small beginning several let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST.. Tel 38C-M ; Spruce St.. HALLOWELL.
Blood.
”
Mrs. Helen Yeo was soloist Sun
There will be no rehearsals for jtake Mr and Mrs- Sibley and Mr. Robinson said somethin bout taking
92-tf I 17 Ft. mahogany speed boat for sale;
C. H Hllemon
years ago, this musical event direct
price right for quick sale EXAVIER
day morning at the Baptist Church,
UNFURNISHED apt. with bath to let WINCHENBAUGH. 197 South Main St .
the Baptist Choral Society until and Mrs. Howard Boynton and their lis down with them if their car wan- Song—“I Wlll Meet You in the
ed by Mr. Wyllie has become an es Inquire
Morning.”
12 KNOX ST.. Tel. 156-W 92-tf Tel’51*7~R
full up.
her
selection.
"Behold
What
Man

94-96
Mixed Quartette. No 2
tablished feature of the summer FURNISHED, second floor apartment PIANO and
for
ner of Love" (Parisi.
Dora was up to the Fernald girls Personal Soul Winning Talk,
TEL
to
let
at
14
MASONIC
ST
________
94*96
794.W
season, each year finding a larger
Doctrine Talk.
91-96
Miss Annette Haskell and Miss
to supper tother night before Mis
Louise CSlbLey
FIVE-room apartment to let ALICE
chorus and more notable features. PTTII
94 Tinri.n Kt Tei inn i Tn
I GAS wood sawing machine for sale.
Duet—"Glory For Me."
Evelyn Smith went Sunday to the
FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel, 106-J. 78-tf HYLAND MACHINE CO . Spear's Wharf.
Wattses Katherine an her folks went Trumpet
All services are given free, and
it Is 4-ROOM tenement to let over ' Tel. 631-J.
Jack Hllemon and 'Joe Walker
.
.............
94*96
Girl Scout Camp. Camp Piscataqua an eloquent tribute to Mr. Wyllie (French's barber shop
away ai she said out o the ten of Church History Talk.
■
’
'; WHITE Mountain refrigerator
LAWRENCE
Bertha
Bothell
Ice
em there they *wuz four pair o Saxaphone Duet—"Whispering Hope.” in East Barrington. N. H„ where who has lent his own beautiful MILLER. Rankin St,, Tel. 692-M. 79-tf |)ox iarge size. fine
fine condition.
condition. TEL
Louise Sibley and Jannetta Bean
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE 136-R, 64 Summer St , city.
94*96
sisters her an Ella May an the two
they will spend two weeks.
tenor voice and talent in a most ST.
Solo—"Alone,"
_______________ 79-tf ! EXTRA strong vinegar, one gallon
Fernald girls an Edna an Katherine
Mrs. Claude Averill underwent an generous way whenever and wher
Bertha Bothell
FOUR room apartment to let, ail to four. 25c; five to nine,, 20c: ten or
an Julia Woodcock an her siste. Mission Talk.
operation Thursday for appendici ever called upon. There will be no modern
Apply at CAMDEN and more 15c. Am selling out. SIMONTON.
Feme Thomas
94.96
Guard Killed By British Officer In Daring Escape
Cassie.
Song—"Inside the Gate.”
tis at Knox Hospital and is gaining. tickets for sale, but a silver collecr ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634. 79-tf Rockville. •
PIANO for sale, ln good condition
Student
Body
Well Ken an Tip an Fred they Address,
Ezra Savage is serving six months tion will be taken.
M BRADSTREET. 61 Park St. Cam
From German Prison Camp
den. Tcl. 2504 .
93*95
R. P. Johnson
got the fir down to Mls Cogans
enlistment with Company 1181, V,
Song.
SUPERIOR lumber; Matched pine
barn an now all them pillows Edna
at Camp Smith, Waterbury, Vt.
Congregation
ALL-STARS OUTCLASSED
boards, best seasoned; also novelty
Smith an Maties been a sewin up Instrumental—"Precious Memories.”
Mr. and Mrs, Clarence H. Adams
pine siding for house beauty JAMES
I lunted by all the police in Germany, he found
Kimball Quartette
Y. MESERVE, File V.G B.. Jefferson,
will get filled an gnished. Maties Benediction.
and daughters, Mary and Betty of
The All-Stars of the Big Five
Maine; Tel North Whitefield 15-23.
E P. Kimball
refuge in the heart and home of this lovely little
COMFORTABLE
cottage
at
Spruce
brut fit to be tied she so scart they
92*97
Hartford, Conn., are visiting Mr. League did not qualify in the Head to let by week or month ln Aug ____________
Dr.
Hileman
will
give
his
final
HARD, fitted wood for sale; also
aint goin gto be time to get em
Twilight League class, at Camdet. and Sept.; rent very reasonable. RUTH
and Mrs. H D. Sawyer.
girl of the Berlin streets . . . Calmly, bravely she
Junk
and
fireplace
wood,
all
dried
un
B SPEAR. Spruce Head. Tel. Rockland
der.e an shes a callin up an a callin lecture Friday morning at 10 o'clock.
Miss Edith French was lucent Saturday, failing to make the 853-13.
88-tf der cover. K. W. DEAN, South Hope.
faced the police and lied for him—lied for an enemy
Tel.
Rockland
9469-12
91*96
up from Dan to Beersheba as you Rev. R. P. Johnston will speak guest of her grandmother, Mrs. grade in spite of their belated rally
TWO small cottages to let furnished;
RAKING machine for sale; also two$8 week, at Hosmer Pond; milk. ice.
of her country whom she had known but one short
might say to get evbody she can to Thursday to Sunday, nightly.
Henrietta French.
The score:
fish, mailman, goes by door: two nice horse mowing machine; two-horse
farm
wagon; manure spreader; four
come
an
help.
Mis
Lynch
she
was
All-Stars
springs of water. E A. DEAN. Tel.
Miss Esther Wiley spent the
night . . . ,Not even the threats of certain death
95-100 new milch cows PETER EDWARDS
there today an Mis Cogans Glea
ab r bh po a e 671-J., city.
weekend at Lake Side Cottages in
UNION
271 Limeroek St, Tel, 806-J.
88-tf
THOROUGHLY modern cottage at
could break her devoted loyalty to him.
sons wife Delia an Mis Stewart an
Jefferson, guest of her sister, Mrs. Moody. 2b .......... 4
SELLERS kitchen cabinet for sale.
Crescent Beach for sale or to let Upto-date ln evei<y panticular. Ihrge. white enamel: walnut triple mirror
This is a busy time for farmers— Preston Parlin, who is enjoying a Newbert. rf, If .... 5
Mis Lucy Clark an Enie Clarks wife
comfortable, all Improvements. Beau vanity; three pianos; one player piano;
an Matie she fomed up fer me to picking factory beans, raking blue vacation there.
Robbins, lb, cf .... 5
tiful location. Tel. 710. ED O'B GONIA one wardrobe trunk; one electric sew
You’ll be held breathless by this exciting story of
• • • •
.
05-97 ing machine; eight library tables; 21
come an I couldn't but I got to go berries and haying all coining at
Meservey, cf ...... 4
round ond square dining tables: two
CAMP
for
sale
at
Lermond
Pond.
roll top desks; one three-piece parlor
The
Vacation
Bible
school
which
escape from a German prison camp. You'll be
tomorrow an I spose every day till once; and suffering torture with
Buck, c .............. 4
.two rooms, screened porch, furnished. ,set.
__ ______
leather upholstering and mahog
was
successfully
conducted
two
boat,
sandy
beach,
reasonable
|
the
greatest
crop
of
mosquitoes
for
any frame
frame: soap stone sink; eight
Friday
so
shell
let
me
off
to
go
to
Spear,
If
..............
2
thrilled and fascinated by this romantic girl who
price. TEL. Camden 2257.
94*96
golden
oak bullets; 50 stands, all sizes.
weeks
at
the
Congregational
chapel,
years.
Watts,
rf
............
2
thc
Keag
Friday
night
to
supper
V.
F
STUDLEY, INC., 283 Main St.
took such desperate chances to hold the only ten
Tel.
1154.
87etf
under
the
direction
of
Carleton
Sherman, ss........ 4
an maybe she wont let me even so
George Kennedy who recently
der, sincere love she ever knew . . . No wonder the
0. by Belyea 2. Base on balls, off
STANDING grass for sale on two
I dont know.
underwent an operation for appen Gregory of Rockland, closed Friday Brown, 3b .......... 2
free for the cutting. TEL. Rock
Matson 2, off Bennett 1, off Belyea farms,
late O. O. McIntyre called it ‘‘The most absorbing
land 853-13.
86-tf
Ed.e Clark Enies wife was tellin dicitis at Knox Hospital, is rest with a public demonstration of Robinson, 3b .... 2
7.
Double
plays.
Heald
to
Bartlet
’
their work in the Church audi Matson, p .......... 4
hook I've read in five years.”
me tother day I met her at the Cor ing in comparative comfort.
to Wadsworth. Scorer, Yates. Umner her sister from New York is
Word has been received of the torium, which was largely attended •Cunningham .... 4
Because we want you to know Mercury Books,
p.res, Leonard and Woodcock.
comin for the fair an a young feller sudden death of Maurice L. Gray of by parents and friends.
t
we ll send you this one—“Everything Is Thun
The
program
was
made
up
of
39 7 11 24 12 3
a friend o theirs name o Shepard Harborside, Cape Rozier. He was
der, by J. L. Hardy—practically free. We ll sup
march
by
the
school;
prayer
by
Batted in 9th.
thats been in England three four taken to the Johns Hopkins Hospi
YEAR round pasition. Wc can use a
C'amdrn Shells
ply the book, if you’ll pay 10c for postage and
years is comin too.
tal for an operation and for a time Rev. Howard A. Welch; school
married man. 25 to 45. who is looking
hymn;
several
school
choruses;
vo

a permanent position with a large
ab r bh po a
Seems if theys lots o floats gettin seemed to be doing well, but died
handling.
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT for
Concern in Rockland and Thomaston.
and
ei tered for the parade some of em suddenly. Mr. Gray was married cal duet by Robert Wyllie and Mer Heald, ss ........... 4 2 2 0 2
Good earnings with good future.
Out of more than 100,000 copies printed we
Character must be excellent and car
DEODORANT
from here an some from other places to Miss Carrie E. Counce of Apple- rill Fiske; chorus, “To Words of the Bartlett, 2b ........ 5 2 2 5 3
necessary. Give present or past em
Living
God,"
Willis
Berry
accom

have less than 5000 left—and they're going fast.
Richards,
If,
cf
....
5
2
3
2
0
ton
and
taught
school
here
and
in
Cushing. St. George, Friendship,
ployment and references. Personal in
Sick Rooms
terview can be ai ranged by v/rlting
Warren an itll be a funny thing if surrounding towns several terms. panying with violin, and in which Wadsworth, lb .... 5 0 3 14 1
Hurry and send a dime for a complete copy of
H. P. NEVILLE. Room 24. Exchange
Bath Rooms
he
sang
a
chorus
alone;
junior
girls
Bldg . Bangor.____________________ 94*96
For
several
years
he
had
run
a
large
Piaisted,
3b
........
5
12
0
2
Cousin Hattie dont get the Keag
this intensely interesting book of more than 90,000
Kitchens
MEDIUM r?adlngs by appointment
crowd together an put one in for summer place at hls home at Har chorus, *‘I Will Make Fishers of Weed, c ............. 3 1110
only. TEL 1092-W.______________ 95-100
words. (Sorry—only one to a customer).
Garage Floors
shes a great hand at that. Seems borside. Mr. Gray is survived by Man;" beginners’ song, “Birds in Miller, If ............. 2 0 10 0
ROOFS wanted to shingle and re
pair. Inside and outside painting; rea
tno judges is goin to be picked from his wife, one son Phillip L. Gray, the Tree-tops;" Scripture verses by Bennett, p, cf .... 5 10 0 4
Concrete Floors
sonable.
H. MINER, 14 Grove St., Rock
the junior girls; flag salutes, both Belyea, cf, p ...... 3 0 12 1
away summer folks I presume likely. M D. and one sister.
land.
93*95
Stone Steps
to the Christian flag and the Na Dunbar, rf .......... 2 0 0 0 0
O
yes
an
Bill
Gray
-told
Si
tother
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Buckley
of
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
Here's my dime. Send me a copy of the Mercury Book “Every
Refrigerators
and delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARDday he mightnt be able to ^et to Augusta called Friday on her cousin tional Flag; selections, "Holy, Holy," Dailey, c, If ...... 4 0 2 3 0
thing Is Thunder" by J. L. Hardy.
WARE CO.. Rocklnnd
92-tf
Drain Pipes
and
America;
salute
to
the
Bible
see evbody hed think of to ask em Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
Toilet Bowls
Name
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
43 9 17 27 13 2
to get up somethin for it an he
Tlie next picnic of the Commun school verses; primary drill; sword
oyster Invlgorators and other stimul
Lavatories
hoped they wouldnt be bashful but ity Club will be held at "Jefferson drill; vocal solo, "I Am H-A-P-P-Y," All Stars ...... 00320020 0—7
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price
$1 Call, write C. H. MOORE & CO..
Address ..................................................................................................
step right up an offer. Jest let him Look Out" AUg. 16 The commit sung by Maxine Lindsey; inter Camden Shells 20340000 x—9
Garbage Pans
Rockland.
91*105
CN8
Two base hits, Newbert. Bartlett,
know an thatll suit me all right If tee In charge will be Mrs. Grace mediate drill. Bible drill; presen
LADIES— Reliable hair goods at Rock
Takes
all
unpleasant
odors
away
MERCURY BOOKS, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
the parade reaches from Punkil hill Williams, Mrs. Mertie Messer, and tation of certificates and John's Dailey 2. Three base hits, Meservey.
Once Tried, Always Used
95* 1»
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Gospel booklets to each member Struck out, by Matson 3, by Bennett
to the Crick so much the better if Mrs. Eva Starrett.
«
92-tf
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Cote’s Magic Water
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The Second Concert

OCl ETY
Mr. and Mrs. Vere O. Havener and I
daughter Marion of Morgantown, i
West Virginia, came Monday to be
guests of Mt. and Mrs. Pred Collamore.

Miss Ellen Cochran, who has been
spending six weeks with her sis
ter, Mrs. Harvey McIntire, at Blue- j
hill, returned Saturday. She was ,
accompanied by Mrs. McIntire and
SUMMER VISITORS
I Mrs. Carl Hinckley and daughter
At the height of the summer I Eleanor of Saugus, Mass., who re-!
season there are many visitors In | mained for a weekend visit. They
Rockland and vicinity, and Thc
were joined Sunday by Mr. and
Courier-Gazette is very glad to 1 Mrs. Harold Ledien of Bluehill.
chronicle them. To this end will
you kindly send the nan.es of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of
your guestaAo this office, or noti Lynnfield, Mass., are guests of Mr.
fy iMrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
and Mrs. L. W. Benner at their
Orange street, telephone 873-R. home on North Main street.
We will greatly appreciate it.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Higgs, son
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds and Miss Robert and daughter Marianne of
Charlotte Buffum drove to Portland Pittsburg, Penn., are guests of Mr.
today with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buf and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
fum who entrain there for New
Mrs. Ray Eaton and Mrs. Walter
York to board the steamer Deutsch
land, for Europe. They will visit Spear, entertained at Green Gables,
ttieir son, David H. Buffum, vice Thursday, at 1 o’clock luncheon and
contract. Honors were won by Mrs.
consul at Leipzig, Germany.
John O. Stevens, Mrs. Phillip How
Among the delightful affairs ac ard of New York, Mrs. Mary Newall
corded Jarvis C. Perry and his house of New York, and Mrs. Helen Fales
guests and relative Mr.s. Simpson of of Belmont, Mass.
New York and Mr. Perry's daugh
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller and son
ter Mrs. William S. Healy of Cali
Nathan Cobb Fuller of Augusta are
fornia was a dinner party at Miss
Marcia Farwell's Thursday last. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Cobb.
Other members of the famlly were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell
present.
of Auburn and Mr and Mrs. Sher
man Rokes, motored to Castine,
Mr.s. Mary Frost, daughter Isa
Sunday, to attend the concert at the
belle. Mrs. Charles Duffy, and Miss
Castine Music Camp, given by the
Ceil Kelley of Kingston. Penn.. Mrs.
Maine School Orchestra and Band.
Nela Gilmore, Mrs. Anna Wallace
Miss Campbell was pianist in the
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ahearn of
orchestra of 163 members, conduct
Lowell. Mass., are guests of Mrs. C.
ed by Ernest R. Hill of Augusta,
E. Levenseler, South Main street,
and of Mr and Mrs B. C. Win and also played drums in the band,
chenbaugh at their new cottage with Frank G. Rigby of Portland,
directing. Miss Campbell, who is
"Ebbtide," Spruce Head.
only 12 years of age, is showing ex
Mr. and |Mrs. Elmer Rising have ceptional talent in music, and her
returned to Cambridge. Mass., after performance Sundaj- was a source
spending two weeks at .Cooper's of pride to the attending relatives.
Beach with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ris
A picnic of early friends of
ing. Mr. and Mrs Russell Fish of
Scituate, Mass, have been guests at Maurice Bird, to a large number,
the Rising cottage since Thursday, in whose honor the event was ar
ranged, enjoyed a perfect summer
Misses Henrietta Sonntag and evening and marvelous supper <
Agnes Sonntag who have been the cottage of Prof, and Mrs. C.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Wilbert Snow at Spruce Head Sat
Sonntag. have returned to their urday night. Maurice has been
home in Cleveland Heights, Qhi(fc\ spending his usual vacation with
his son at Medomak Boys' Camp and
Mrs E. J. Southard of Winthrop, is looking very fit from his ex
Mass. is visiting Mr. and Mrs. perience.
Joshua Southard at "Shoreland,''
Ingraham Hill.
Miss Mary Langan of Boston was
in the city yesterday to attend the
Mrs. Hilda Inman of North Provi funeral of Mrs. Mary Woodman.
dence, R. I., Miss Jennie Inman of
Camden, Mrs. Clementine Hewett of
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah L. Tolman
Boston, Charles Towle of Appleton and Mrs. Clara M Maker of Wor
ond Mrs. Priscilla Richardson were cester, Mass., are occupying the
guests Saturday of Mrs. Cora Sher Britto cottage at Megunticook Lake,
man, Fulton street.
for two weeks.

BEAUTY

CULTURE
NOTE

IDEAL
BEAUTY

SHOP
MRS. LILLIAN PELLETIER GROVER
has bought the Ideal Beauty Shop,
471 Main Street, Rockland,

and is prepared to give complete beautician
service. Twelve years’ experience with Al s
Hair Dressing Salon, Massachusetts Beauty
Culture System, Marvel System, and Ma
Belle Beauty Shoppe.

New Patrons, Old Patrons, and Friends
Welcome!

IN CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT

Eelk’ Boat Barn, Rockport,
Again Houses Happy
Music Lovers
The second concert in the series
j of three being given by the Curtis
String Quartet at the Captain Eells
1 Boat Barn, Rockport took place
Sunday night before an audience
which taxed seating capacity and
contained many distinguished mu
sicians among whom were noted
Mme. Lea Luboshutz, violinist, and
member of the Violin Department
at the Curtis Institute of Music;
Ezra Rachlin, young American pi
anist of note, and Leon Zawisza.
newly appointed concert master of
the Indianapolis Symphony Orches
tra, also Boris Goldovsky, renowned
pianist and operatic coach.
The tribute of rapt attention was
paid to the artists comprising the
Quartet — Jascha Brodsky and
Charles Jaffe, violins, Max Aranoff.
viola, and Orlando Cole, cello—and
also to Mrs. Edith Evans Braun
who joined the group for the Quinj tet. Their music Sunday night was
given with an utter devotion to the
task, touched with inspiration.
While their work for the most part
bears these characteristics, it was
| particularly commendable at this
concert as they played in the gruel
ling heat which caused treacherous
strings, moist hands, and slipping
tones. That under such conditions
their artistry stood cut supreme is
one more phase of their ability and
consummate musicianship, two rea
sons that make the Quartet one
of the foremost before the public
today. The program:

A GENUINE

EASY

WITH

SPIRALATOR ACTION
rOR LESS THAN
Not at a Special Reduced Price
. . . Not a Discontinued Model
. . . But a New 1938 Model with
EASY'S Latest Features.

^7

Hero is th© only scientifically different
washing action on the market today
. . . faster . . . more efficient
.
easier . . . more economical. Saves
Mi to Vi washing time .
handles
a bigger load. Circulates i clothes in
spiral path- through top. <1 center and
bottom of tub—washes all the clothes
all the time. A great value at today's
new low price.

■Al*/. s’? w.

1

WAHHER for EVERY PURSE Starting ott Loir an $
CENT RAWMA INE
POWE
OMPANY
WEI^eOMPAN

I beauty' Small wonder that it is
said that Schumann's chamber
music stands as some of his most
beautiful inspirations! While it
may be beside the point, it is of
interest to note that during this
Quartet ln B flat major, opus ISO.
Beethoven period Schumann was invited by
Ad agio, ma non roppo: Alegro
Mendelssohn to accept the position
Presto
Andante con moto, ma non troppo, of teacher (of playing from score)
poco scherzoso
at the newly founded Conserva-I
Allegro assal
, Cavatina
torium, where he introduced the
Finale, allegro
pedal-piano, for preparatory organ- j
Ptano Quintet ln E flat major.
opus 44.
Schumann
practice. (The Conservatorium pos-|
Allegro brillante
In nodo d'una marcla
sessed no
organ
for
ten J
Scherzo
years.) Again Mrs. Braun dem
Finale
Edith Evans Braun,
onstrated how closely allied she
assisting agtlst
j .
x is with the quartet members—she
The quartet, dedicated to Count ,
?
, ,x
becomes a close-knit part, never
Bicolas von Galitzen. was written
obtruding, never dimmed. While
by Beethoven in 1825, and is one
she is a solo-pianist of the highest
of his longest. It is the 13th of the
order, one cannot imagine her do
16 string quartets he wrote in the
ing more significant playing than
final three years of his life, after
is done with the Quartet. Her ap
he had completed his Ninth Sym
pearance with the ensemble is an
phony and long after he had be
occasion to be remembered.
“The three little maids from I tions for these three Left to right, come deaf. These quartets were
The artists were recalled many
school'' as they appear in "The ; Eoie Greene, as Pitti Sing, who sings not particularly well received in times, and it may be remarked that
Miksfdo” to be presented by The Hebe in "Pinafore" and Tessa in Beethoven's period, and really were the rule to hear the lumbers
University Gilbert and Sullivan "The Gondolas," Miriam Bentley, played very little up to within 50 through in their entire continuity i
now playing the role of Yum-Yum years ago and then probably not too was broken by spontaneous ap- ,
Companj’ at Camden tonight.
Sullivan wrote some of his gayest for the second year, and Sally Kor- well, as it is most difficult music. plause after the Scherzo movement
and most charming music and Gil rady, versatile soprano, who sings Within the past five or ten years in the Piano Quintet given with
bert contributed what are probably the decidedly contrasting role ot the quartets are receiving more de breath-taking beauty.
his most delightful characteriza- Casilda in “The Gondoliers."—adv. voted attention and study, out of The final concert in the series
which masterly presentations worthy
will take place on Sunday, Aug. 21,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Herrick of
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, formerly of Beethoven's greatness are emerg Reservations for tickets may be ar
ing.
Beethoven
originally
ended
Auburndale. Mass., and son Donald,| of this city, poured at the weekly
ranged with Mr. Cole or any other
who spent the weekend with Mr. j Newcomer’s Tea, Monday afternoon ] OPUS '30 with a Grand Fugue which member of the Quartet at Rockport.
and Mrs. A. F. Russell, have gone at the Portland Chamber of Com was met with a wild storm, of dis
—By Gladys Heistad
approval, to appease which Beetho
merce.
to their camp in Weld.
I
------------------ven eliminated it to be used as a
Mrs. Joseph Pellicane has re separate number, and substituted
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Walker and
daughter Lenora and Miss Ethelyn turned from Leominster, Mass., a final movement which while it
Harvey have returned from New where she spent a week with her ls splendid in conception, did not Three-Quarter Century Club
York,
where they were guests for son Peter, who motored home with reach the masters demands, and
Festively celebrating her eighth
William McDouga'.d of South
To Have Annual Meet
her Saturday. Thev were met in he intended to write another to re
ifive
days
of relatives.
year mark, Miss Coralee Hanley Middleboro, Mass., came to this city
Portiand by Mtss Amt Pellicane, place it, but it was not done, as his
ing In Augusta Aug. 30
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Monday to attend the reunion cf
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts and Miss who made the trip home with them, life was fast moving to its end.
H. Hanley of Summer street, played the class of 1901. He wJl be tbe
after a visit with her brother
The Maine Three Quarter Cen
One writer has said that “Bee
the part of carnival queen Wed guest cf his niece, Mrs. Raymond He'en Korpinen. accompanied by
tury Club will meet in Capitol
James.
Hoch
“
Skippy
”
alias
Nicodemus,
Eleanor's
thoven
’
s
last
period
is
like
the
sec

nesday night with a group of
pet kitten, are spending a week's
ond part of 'Faust.' There is no Park, Augusta, Aug. 30. The date
friends as her delighted subjects
Mrs. Everett Parks, Mrs. William
vacation
at
the
Gregory
cottage
in
Misses
Marion
and
Joan
Mank.
music in the world more difficult to and place were decided after a
With the aid of her parents and
Ellingwood and Mrs. Henry Stick
meeting of the governor and coun
neighbors the large back lawn had had as guests Monday afternoon. Glen Cove.
ney were luncheon guests yesterday understand, none of which the gen cil, Friday night, the committee
been converted into a carnival with Mi's Dale Messer of Warren and
of Mr.s. E. Stewart Orbeton at ius is more unearthly, more super having requested the use of the
Miss Mary A. Jones of Middleton.
all the features—'banners, stream Mtss Jeannine Leach. Luncheon
Green Gables. Camden, later ad human. It contains passages to park.
ers of colored lights and a large was served on tlie lawn and photos Ccnn.. is visiting Miss Carrie Sher joining to Mrs. Orbeton's for an which we can no more apply our
Gov. Barrows will speak during
number of booths and concessions, were taken, the young folks having rills. Summer street.
afternoon’s enjoyment of her beau ordinary standards of beauty than the day, the hour to be announced
including carnival games, freak ani a grand good time.
we can to the earthquake or the later. The program will include the
tiful garden.
Mrs. Ida Simmons. Mrs. Mildred
mals, refreshment booths, and all
thunderstorm; it contains phrases usual contests.
Mrs. Ross Wilson of Phi'adclphia, Richardson. Mrs. Clara Guptill.
the fixin's. The American Legion
Mr. and Mrs. G. M Friese and we can only regard as harsh or
It has been suggested that a touch
six-piece German band provided was hostess to the Breakfast Sridge Mrs. Ethel Richards and Gordon family George and Jeanette of grim or crabbed; at times it rises
of
color could be added to the af
Club
Monday
at
Crescent
Beach.
Richardson were Sundaj- guests of Plainfield. N. J., are spending two into melody, the like of which the
the music, and friends of her par
fair. if members will wear old-fash
One
o
’
clock
luncheon
was
served
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Voorhees
at
ents acted as barkers, clowns and
weeks at the home of Mrs. Friese's world has never known and will ioned costumes, and if this seems
all the necessary attendants, and it the Inn, the afternoon being spent Sliver Birches, Lake Pennesewassie, mother. Mrs. C. F. Simmons, Tal never know again." For among
to meet approval, it may be done.
is a moot question if, like the dad at cards, at thehome of Mrs. Cle\e- Norway.
bot avenue.
all Beethoven's melodies, those of
Picnic lunches will be eaten at
land
Sleeper
in
South
Thomaston.
who bought an electric train for his
the last years are the most pro noon.
Honors
were
won
by
Mrs.
J.
O.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
H.
Fuller
infant son, tf it wasn't more fun
Mrs. Joseph Emery and Mrs. found and the most beautiful. Not
for the grownups than it was for Stevens and Mrs. J. N. Southard entertained over the weekend Mr. Marion Cobb Fuller entertained last that we can even hope to exhaust
GLEN COVE
the youngsters. Each guest was Special guests were Mrs. Helen j and Mrs. J. Hartley Stackhouse of night at the Emery home to cele
the meaning of the great music he
provided with a large bag of iron Fales of Belmont. Mass., and Mrs. Newtonville. Mass. Friday evening brate the 77th birthday of their
Mrs. Elsie Clancy, formerly of
j the four enjoyed Rockport Carnival father. Nathan F. Cobb. Local and wrote in early manhood—but even
i washers for currency, and the Ray Eaton. .
lights and fireworks, guests of Mr. visiting members of the family they deal with truths of less divine Glen Heights, now of West Roxbury,
amounts of carnival fodder that
Mrs. Laura Mank returned Satur and Mrs. Hans Heistad. Saturday joined in the* festivities, congratu import than he came to utter in Mass., is visiting Mrs. C. F. Crockett.
each consumed was only limited by
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman of
day from Waterville where she was the group motored ,to Pemaquid, lations being heartily extended. the fullness of his age.
the capacity. Coralee’s guests in
Bangor passed the weekend with
the guest of Mr. ana Mrs. Merle where the Stackhouses summered The affair was a happy reunion of
No
one
can
yet
explain
precisely
cluded Marie Berry. Anna Bullard.
Dobbins.
by what miracle of genius the per Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall.
recently. Short visits here and relatives.
Charlotte Cowan. Horatio Cowan.
Mrs. Monira Blodgett and Mrs.
fection and the power of Beetho
there
renewed
past
pleasures.
Owl's
Jr., [Beverly Glendenning, Vitricci
A birthday luncheon at Harbor Head beach found the group Sun.
ven's musical imagination were not Alice Gregory were visitors Thurs
MRS. JENNIE L. MERRILL
Hayes. Ruth Emery, Paula Kalloch, View Tea Room was attractively set day by an ppcn flrp enJoylng clams,
more affected by the disaster that, day in Bar Harbor.
Joan Perry, Cynthia Rich, Patricia
off by a decorated cake centerpiece ]obsters elc The picnickers inMr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall attended
Mrs. Jennie L. Merrill died Aug. ravaged the auditory centers to the
Rich, “Bubbles” Rich, Nancy Brew
when Ernest Johnson of Orange c]uded Mr and
Stackhouse, 1 at the home of her daughter, Mrs. point of making him completely in the funeral for Etta, widow of Riley
ster, Betsy Kochs, Jane Proctor. street entertained a group of Mayor and Mr, Edward R Vea2ie
Howard Neild. Thomaston street, at sensible to external sounds. This Jackson of Morrill.
Richard Sentar. Caroline Senter
friends Sunday. The social gath- and daughter
Mr and Mfs the age of 68. She had been ill for j Ls particularly brought home to us
Mr. and Mrs. Hcring. Miss P.uth
David Montgomery, Philip Mont
ering also served as a farewell
and
and Mrs several weeks.
in Opus 130, for the creation of
gomery, Brewster Jameson, Boyd
party to the host, as he will leave
After a de]ightful swim at
She is survived by three daugh such high-spirited movements by
Givens, Willard Wight, Willis Spear,
soon to visit relatives in New Ha- , Lucja Beach the party hurried t0 ters. Mrs. A. R Weymouth, Mrs.
a man in Beethoven's physical and
Jr., Clara Spear, (Bradley Jameson,
ven, Conn. Misses Pauline Thomp- the pubUc ]anding where the Bar.
"Bill" Foxwell, Neil Fogg, Jr son and Josephine Thompson of ; bara E owned by the RamsdeI, Howard Neild of Rockland, Mrs. mental extremity is one of the
Fred Eugley of Gardiner; two sons, strangest and most affecting ano"Spikie” Gowell, James Caswell,
Port Clyde and Robert Saunders Packing Co was Jyst docking. A Leroy Merrill of Belfast and Walter
"Jimmy" Olds and Corinne Smith
nalies in the history of the arts.
were guests.
C. Ramsdell here joined the party, Merrill of Rockland; also 13 grand He had a special affection for this
while Capt. "Pat" Mathews and children.
OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
Carry the News to Mary and tell
work, and called it his “Leibquar»
o
son
Oswald piloted the boat about
her to tell her sisters, cousins and
tett."
a
term
of
familiar
endear

WILLING WORKER
TUES., AUG. 9
Going away to school? Don't for
the islands. (Miss Louise assisted).
Aunts that Blackington's Annual
ment which our language lacks. In- j at 8.30 P. M.
WANTS A JOB
Later in the evening the party cele get to take along several boxes of
Summer $2 Shoe Sale starts Tues
deed, not a few of its pages repre
Rytex
Double
Check
Printed
Sta

I
am
very
anxious
to
secure
brated
a
birthday
at
thc
Fuller
University Gilbert &
day, Aug. 9th at 9 a. m. Be here
sent the most intimate emotional
work at once. Electrician, any
home followed by colored moving tionery ... on sale for August Only
early. Every novelty sport and
Sullivan Company
self-revelations
which
he
has
left
work of a mechanical nature,
pictures of Miami. Fla. at the Tre in Double The Usual Quantity. . dress shoe left in our stock will be
driving car or truck, in fact any
“The Gondoliers’’
us.
At
the
very
end
of
hks
life,
the
cartin home. Mr. and Mrs. Stack- 200 Single Sheets, or 100 Double
thing.
Could work for small
in this $2 Sale. Values from $2.50
Master
confessed
that
each
time
house were Miami guests of tire Sheets, and 100 Envelopes. Printed
wage if a bit of time were avail
Tickets On Sale
to $5.—adv.
94-95
able Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Fullers and Trecartins in Febru with your Monogram or Name and he recalled the melody of the CavaWomen's Exchange, Camden
urday to allow present small job
Tel. 2120
ary, 1937. Mr. and Mrs. Stack- Address. Refreshing pastel shades |"na' i! s,irrert h:m deeply and cost
St. John's parish will have the
to be continued.
11 •
City Drug Co., Belfast, Tel. 341-M
Blue.
Green,
Ivory
or
Orchid
b
'
m
t€ars
house
left
'Rockland
yesterday
to
summer sale of fancy articles and
WILBUR W. STRONG visit their son Bobby, who is at Check. At Thc Courier-Gazette for In vivid contrast was the Schu Single Seats: $1.65, $1.10, 85c
so forth next Wednesday on the
(including tax)
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
mann Piano Quintet, with its bril
tending ia boys' camp at East Or $1; postage 15 cents extra.
94-95
church grounds at 2 o'clock. Tea
TEL. 19-W
•
liancy, sturdiness, and exciting j
92*97
land.
will be served.—adv.

The Old Folks’ Day

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES

||

&
FOR THE FIRST TIME!

ALL THIS WEEK

PERMANENTS

$2.45
Rockland’s greatest perma
nent wave sale. This is our
regular $3.56 Oil Permanent.
If you are looking for value,
and who isn't, take advantage
of this outstanding special.
Every wave fully guaranteed.

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.
PHONE 142

ALL
BEAUTY
AIDS,
ANY 3 ITEMS $1.00

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Now Showing a Carefully Selected
Assortment of

FINE FURS
At New Low Price Levels

We advise an early visit to our shop
We will be pleased to show you the line

NEW FALL CLOTH COATS

Arriving Daily
These coats are distinctive and

refreshingly new
94-tf

Whitemore and Miss Eva Bent of
Somerville, Mass, were weekend
guests of Mrs. Alice Gregory and
Mrs. Monira Blodgett.
Mr.s. Ashton Alley and daughter
Ernestine who have been at the
Farley home two weeks, returned
Sunday to Jonesport.

Wednesday Night Is
AWARD NITE, $325

THE JUNGLE

WED.-THURS.
THE WORLD CHEERS

THEIR

GREATEST

PICTURE TRIUMPH!

BARBKHOMfW
MICKflf ROONEY

Mad* by CLYDE E. ELLIOTT,
Back Alive*
A Paraatawn* ?■<>«••

director of 'Bring 'Em

THURSDAY

NOW PLAYING

“THE RAGE OE PARIS"

with
DANIELLE DARRIEUX
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
NOTE! TIME OF SHOWS
2.00, 6.15, 8.45 P. M.

PARK S

Rockland

Tel. 893

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45. 8.45.
Continuous Sat 2.15 to 10.45

What Barrows Says

Every-Other-Day
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AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

In Reply To Charges Made
By Brann On Old Age
Assistance

A 2300-Mile Trip
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Keene
of Fremont, Neb., Wit
ness Wonders of West

some of our sandwiches and he did
seem to enjoy them a lot.
We passed Fire Hole Lake, a
steady geyser. Midway Geyser Basin.
Old Faithful, and saw her spoui
about 159 feet in the air. Daisy
Geyser. Grotto Punch. Black Poo!
Morning Glory Pool and man.,
others. Past Gibbon Falls, about
80 feet and very white and pretty..
Beryl Spring, Roaring Mountains,
and saw two bull moose and a cow
later another cow cr two and calf.
We arrived at Mammoth Hot
Springs (159 miles). Stayed at
cabin camps which had formerlv
been an army camp. It had no
locks on the doors so we set th?
wcodbox against the door. Just ir.
case. We were off the next morn
ing about 7 o'clock. Very pretty
tei races at Mammoth. Left for
Tcwer Falls and along the way saw i
many acres of trees which had been
destroyed by some Insect infesta
tion. Tower Falls were very pretty
tlence to Inspiration Point and
viewed the Yellowstone Canyon an1
Falls. That was certainly a sight
We just couldn't describe the vast
ness and beauty. One has to really
see it, 750 feet deep and 1500 feet
wide.
• * • *

aud such a pretty place. They have
a trailer camp there and I would
svppose there were many hundreds
of trailers. Many people fishing and
although it was raining quite hard
when we crossed the bridge, there
they stood with raincoats and cello
phane capes on. Still fishing. It
stopped raining soon and we stopped |
at a lovely cafeteria for our lunch. I
then on past Yellowtsone Lake, a [
very large lake, many people along j
its edge. Steamboat Springs. Peli- J
can Roost, had our last view of those
Grand Tetons, in the distance ,
Entered the Shoshone National Park 1
and passed many pretty camps. Met
a trailer labeled "Bouncing Betty"
and we all thought that a very good
name for the dern things! Went
through the Shoshone Canyon, ana
the tunnel just above the dam and
spillway, certainly quite a marvel- (
ous piece of engineering. On to
Cody, saw the huge statue of Buf
falo Bill on his horse

craft, Upton. New Castle and
crossed into South Dakota, arriving
at Custer for the night (332 miles).
Next morning took drive through
the Needles and through Custer
Park and out to Mount Rushmore
to see those marvelous faces oi
Washington, Jefferson. Lincoln and !
Teddy Roosevelt which Gutzon Bor- (
ghum (a former Fremonter) is
carving in the mountains there
Can't begin to tell you how very
marvelous a piece of work that is
By the way, we had some terribly
crooked roads, sharp turns, etc. Har
old said he saw the back seat three
times! Double spjal bridges (one
above the other) in two or three
places, these bridges made mostly
of wooden logs cut right there in
the mountains. Spent considerable
time at Mt. Rushmore watching the
men work (through our field
glasses) on the side of the moun
tain and although I suppose they ,
were well roped to their baskets
still it almost gave me the shivers
to watch them. You may have read
that they have been working on thi’
for ten years, I believe and still
not done.
• • • •
Back to Custer for lunch then to
Hot Springs, passing Mt. Coolidge
Wind Cave and on through Wind
Cave National Park toward home,1
via Chadron. Gordon and staying
over night at Valentine (311 miles)
leaving there the next morning
Drove through Ainsworth, Long
Pine, O'Neil and reached Norfolk

&
genuine Cnijravtu

STATIONERY
JU Th» Lowest Priest In History!

Visiting Cards
100 paneled cards, choice ol 4
eizes and 30 stylo of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ $1.8$

In a news release. Gov. Lewis
Mr and Mrs. Harold Keene of
O. Barrows brands as an apparent
Premont. Neb, have recently re
Wedding Announcements
''misunderstanding.' the opinions
turned from a 2300-mile trip to the
or Invitations
of his opponent.*Ex-Gov. Brann. ou
West Coast. In a Jointly prepared
On white or Ivory elock—wed
the law governing Old Age Assis
letter they have written thus to Mr
ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE INtance, and declares. “If the ?1Keenes’ daddy. City Clerk E. P.
. CLUDED_____________ $8.95
dresses of my opponent have been
Keene:
correctly quoted that persons own-,
Social Stationery
Well, we are back home again after
ing property cannot receive aid
Special styies (or men and women.
a 2300 mile trip, covered in seven
A choice of lovely colors, mono
unless the State is given a 'lien.' let
days. Will try to give you the high
grams and styles of engraving,
me assure you that there is no such
PLATE INCLUDED_______________
l.ghts. We left home Monday. July
provision in the law and such state
$2.2$. $9.8$ and up.
25. at 6.30 a m. As Pearl Albertsor
ments have no foundation in fact."
Business Stationery
rode with us as far as Broken Bow
Continuing, the Governor says.
BOO business cards or HammermU
we took that route, arriving there
“At no time is th» recipient of
Bond
letterheads,
PLATE
IN
at 10.50 Had taken lunch for the
CLUDED. only_____________S7J5
this assistance required to sign any i
flrst day so ate about 12. We were
waiver or surrender any equity he
in North Platte at 1.15. crossed over
or she may have in any property h« I
• • ♦ •
ii.to Wyoming. It rained hard be
or she may own
Nor are they
fore
we
reached
Cheyenne.
Had
Made it to Worland. Wyo., that
asket. to assign any life insurance,
rather expected to stay there over
night. 237 miles for that day. Up
or bark deposits or any other ne- 1
about! 1.30, had our dinner and ar
night but the Frontier Days cele
and off the next morning at 7.45
gotiabie assets. There is no pro
rived home about 4 o'clock Sunda,r
bration was on and such a crowd!
and through the Big Horn Moun
vision in the section of the law
afternoon. We had a perfect trip
Then of course they were fairly hold
tains and National Forest. Quite a
"Boo Loo” Jungle Picture.—adv.
prohibiting a recipient of old age
and saw so much.
ing
people
up
on
prices.
$10
and
lot
of
snowcapped
mountain
1
age assistance from selling his or
$15 per cabin and none too good
through there also. At Buffalo
her property and giving a clear tit;.; i
cither, so we decided to drive on to
Went on to Canyon and such a about 10.45, dinner at Gillette about
WE BUY
nt any time. Tne State cannot st j •
Laramie and there found that many marvelous hotel as they do havv 12.45 and while there saw a cage of
ln and take the property prior to
who were attending the doings ir there (We just walked through as 24 rattlesnakes. Some man hac.
his or her death and if he cr she
AND SILVER
Cheyenne were staying there. How  we also did at the hotel at O'.d found a den of about 1500 and they
dies leaving a home, his or her
Clarence E. Daniels
ever. the lady who managed th? Faithful, both beautiful but very told us a number of oil stations
speuse may occupy that home as
JEWELER
camp sized us up and I guess she different, with terrific prices) had cages of them. I would hav?
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
lor.g as he or she lives, if the sur
must have been favorably impressed I Went over Fishing Bridge at Lake ki.led them! On through Mooreviving one ts 63 or more years of
as she told us of a place to go I
age. In other words, a recipient of
v here they didn't Just take every
assistance may do as he wishes with
body and she thought we might ge:
his property during his lifetime
In We did and it was a grand home
This would not be true if the law
and wonderful beds, which we did
created a ‘lien' because the crea
need after 540 miles. Had a goo.-,
tion of such a 'lien' would restrain
night’s rest and started out the
a person from having full control
next morning at 6 40. Had the
of that property.
nicest trip over the read along
“I have stated on several oc
Snowy
Range from Laramie to Sara
casions that there is no more liberal
toga thence north to Highway No
old age assistance law in any New
30 and headed west, over Continen
England state than we have in
tal Divide, arriving at Rock Spring
Maine. It is true that in some New
at 2.10 p. m. (Saw the United Ai.
England states an a gument is
Lines
Airport).
made between the parties and the
State which gives the state an
equity in the property, and also first
We took highway north from Rock
Springs and had a splendid new roaclaim on thp property in the event
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald in ‘‘Maytime”
of death. Seme also provide a four
—adv. but oh so desolate! Drove 24 miles
without seeing a house. Lots of Dude
percent interest charge on all
monies paid to the individual prior tation and one-half into the trea- shall not become operative until the ranches along the way and I noticed
j one called "Bronx Community Hall,"
to death.
governor and council can find ways
, sury of the State.’
i some New Yorkers I suppose We
“Possibly there might be ascribed
and
means
to
raise
or
arrange
for
“This section did not even pro
entered Teton National Forest and
a reason for all this sudden solici
vide that claims should be held up finances necessary' to carry out the got into Jackson at 6.30. having cov
tude in the interests of the aged
pending the death of the surviving provisions of this bill and to report ered 411 miles that day. Had our
people of the State and their
thereon to the 87th legislature.'
one.
dinner at a very lovely place and
property on the part of my oppon
"When you realize that no report
"Then let me quote Section 10
saw a lot of the “Dudes' and their
ent. In order to further clarify any
was
ever
made
to
the
87th
Legisla

wives. I suppose, dressed in very
misunderstanding, it might be in of the same act.
ture or any effort to comply, of
" 'Attachments against pensioned
swell western clothes, boots, etc
teresting to call your attention to
which there is any record, it seems
of
wonderful
“Cockta’l
the fact that on March 31. 1933. my ire: sons property. If the local old to me that in any such discussion Lots
predecessor in office placed his age pension board deems it neces we should all endeavor at least to Lounges.’’ in this typical yesterr
sary to protect the interest of the
town and they were certainly well
signature to a law which read:
be fair. It is all too serious and
patronized by both men an.i
“ 'Claims against estate of pen city. town, plantaion or the state, affects too many of our citizens.’’
women.
sioned persons. On the death of a it may from time to time file at
We stayed at some lovely log cab
person receiving a pension under tachments with the register of deeds
ins. beautifully furnished. It was
this act the total amount paid to | against the property of a recipient
very cool there although we didn't j
him in pensions, together with 1 of an old age pension for the
AT YOUR SERVICE
have to start the stoves. Left Jack- j
simple Interest at five percent, shall amount old age pensions paid under
Ol’R REPAIR DEPARTMENT
son at 8 a m. and stopped along the !
be allowed as a claim upon the I this act.'
No Job Too Large
wav to see the “Chapel of the Trans. I
estate by the court having juris
“While I am referring to Chap
No Job Too Small
figuration," a wonderful little
diction to settle the estate and one- ter 267. may I not quote the last
LEIGHTON’S
church
which has a big plate glas
half hereof shall be paid into the section of Section 25?
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
window on the north which form'
treasury of the city. town, or plan“ 'Effective date of act. This act
a frame for the "Grand Tetons |
and they are grand, the most beau - I
tiful I've ever seen. They are snow
capped and we drove quite close to |
them all the way through the JackTHE FOLLOWING PROPERTY TO BE SOLD RAIN OR SHINE, IN THE
son Hole country. Forgot to say
that the day we drove through the
I Snowy Range I could have gotten I
out of the car and made snowballs
but we were anxious to make time j
No. 6—McConchie Property, Ash Point, Knox
No. 1—Havener House, 194 North Main Street,
i so didn't and the night before they I
had had a light snow which was!
County, Maine
Rockland, Knox County, Maine
l'/j story. 8 room frame dwelling, electric lights and a never fail
1' i story, 9 room frame dwelling with hot air heater, electricity,
n:elting a little that morning. The I
water and bath. Some rooms have hardwood floors. Located
ing well. Large bam connected to house and has several small
wild flowers were magnificent, neve.' i
on a tarred strret in a very good residential section, opposite
buildings on the premises. Lot contains about 3 arrrs. This
saw such an abundance of them and I
Country Club Golf Course. Size of lot approximately I'/i acres.
place is located on a tarred road only five miles from Rorkland
so highly colored, so many of the
and is accessible during both summer and winter.
A very
gorgeous delphinium blue shades ,
No. 2—Havener Block, 468 Main Street, Rock
sightly place, overlooking Muscle Ridge Channel and Penobscot
such as hare bells, lupines, etc., and
land, Knox County, Maine
Bay. Would make an ideal summer home.
lets of pink. rose, yellow and lav
Two story wood structure. Store on street floor and an apart
ender flowers. North from Jackson. [
ment on s-rond floor. Apartment has lights, water and flush
No. 7—Sanborn Property, 10 High Street, Rock
we drove past Jenny Lake stopped
toilet. Lot 18x10? feet, on western side of Main Street, and is
at the museum, took some pictures |
(crated in excellent business section.
land, Knox County, Maine
and saw many bus loads of boys
Southern half of a 154 story. 6 room frame dwelling in good resi
No. 3—Johnson Property, Glenmere, Knox
from California schools, vacationing
dential section and very centrally located. Electricity, water and
there.
County, Maine
srwer connections. Has garage for one rar.
• • • •
A 2 or 3 acre lot. located on good gravel road and overlooks Tur

THURSDAY
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OLD GOLD

RECEIVER’S SALE

OF REAL ESTATE OWNED BY THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK, ROCKLAND,
ME., CONSISTING OF

7 HOMES

1 STORE

1L0T

1 WHARF PROPERTY

IN AND NEAR ROCKLAND, MAINE, AT

THURS., AUG. 11 -10 A. M

But it's what goes with

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

this service that counts!

We don’t belittle the importance

American Gas give you service

of seeing that your windshield is clean

that saves you money . . . the kind
that keeps your car running its best

. . . that your tires have the right
amount of air... that you have plen
ty of water in your radiator.

When we say “At Your Service’’
it takes in a lot of territory. Serv
ice to us includes the products as
well as the men. Amoco and Orange

month in and month out!
So — for keeping your car looking
its best — for giving you the best
values in gas and oil—I am ...

YOUR AMOCO DEALER

We entered Yellowstone National
Park at south entrance at 11
o'clock. Hadn't gone very far before
we saw a big black bear, then a
huge cow moose and her calf. On
to West Thumb, had our lunch, and
viewed the Paint Fot geysers. Va
ried colors and a very remarkable
one called Lake Shore Geyser, where
we were told they can catch fish anc
drop them in and cook them. Saw
geyser after geyser, and we certain
ly thought that section was a seeth.
Ing inferno if there ever was one
Any direction one looked he could
see small geysers spouting steam and
boiling hot water. One greatly im
pressed me, called Sapphire Gey
ser, a most gorgeous blue. This
one only spouted up about three or
four feet but would overflow for
some distance. Around this was a
formation which looked like biscuits
and was sometimes called the “Bis
cuit Geyser." We saw several more
bears and Harold got out to take
a picture of one. After taking it
was looking down to turn the film
when the old fellow started for him.
I yelled, and of course Mary and
Edith got a big kick out of my being
so excited Don't imagine the bear
wtuld have hurt him as they are
only looking for something to eat.
We later stopped and fed a bear

key Ccve on eastern shore of Georges River. About 30 minute
drive from Rorkland. Ideal premises for summer home.

No. 8—Sawyer House, 209 Main Street, Rock
land, Knox County, Maine

No. 4—Hugo Lethinen, Jr., House, Long Cove,
Knox County, Maine

V/g story, 10 room house, with electricity, bath, hot air furnace
and garagr. A very good location for either home or rooming

l'/2 story, 6 room frame dwelling, with electricity. Lot approxi
mately 100 feet x 125 fe et. Located about 500 yards from State
Highway. Convenient to granite quarries.

No. 5—Mayo House, 22 Florence Street, Rock
land, Knox County, Maine
l'/2 story, wood framed dwelling with right rooms and bath. Has
city water and electric lights. Large cement cellar with hot
water heater. Garage with cement floor will accommodate five
cars. Located near business section and schools.

house. House and lawn protected from hot afternoon sun bv
several large shade trees.

No. 9—Harlow E. Brown Property, Warren,
Knox County, Maine
V/z story framed dwelling. 10 finished rooms. Lot consists of onr
acre in excellent neighborhood. Roof, floors, ceilings, walls and
interior woodwork in fine condition. Cellar undrr wholr hous».
House is arranged with two kitchens and could be occupied by
two families. Has water and electricity.

No. 10—Lot and Buildings, 29 Wharf Street,
Rockland, Knox County, Maine
This property known as the “W. M. Little Co. Property" is an
undivided half interest located near the property of the Rock
land Fuel Co. Two lots 59 feet x 70 feet, and 35 feet x 276 feet,
respectively. The latter extrnds easterly from Wharf Street and
consists of wharf privilege and several storage buildings.

FREE

A Gift To Each Grown Person At Sale When Auction Begins

TERMS: TO BE ANNOUNCED DAY OF SALE.

EDWARD L. HOPKINS

BEN TEMPLE
AUCTIONEERS

FREE

FOR INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE

EDWARD C. PAYSON
Receiver for the Closed National Bank

ROCKLAND, MAINE
93-94

